
Killer whales are �erce predators with up to 52 teeth and clever 
camou�age that helps them sneak up on their prey.

Good health starts with a healthy smile. Use our 
Power Brushing Chart to help keep your teeth clean 
and in tip-top shape.

LOVE YOURSELF

BLACK HISTORY 
MONTH

February 20th is Presidents Day. We celebrate with pages 
on two great presidents, Lincoln and Washington, whose 
birthdays we honor on this day.

PRESIDENTS DAY
February is Black History Month and this month we 
celebrate the work of three science pioneers.

Have you ever wondered how the lead gets 
in a pencil? Kid Scoop News takes a trip to 

the pencil factory to �nd out!
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Welcome to February’s 
Kid Scoop News!

When February comes 
around, people’s thoughts 
turn to love, Valentine’s Day 
cards and chocolate. Take 
time in February to list what 
is special about you and to 
pat youself on the 
back for your 
special achieve-
ments. Be your own 
Valentine!

February is Dental 
Health Month, 
reminding us to love 
ourselves and take good 
care of our teeth.

In this issue, you’ll find 
tips and games that make 
it fun and easy to keep your 
smile bright and healthy.

February is Black History 
Month and Kid Scoop gets 
the scoop on African Ameri-
can scientists and inventors 

that have 
changed 
lives.

We like to 
encourage 
your 
creative 
talents. 
Try your 

 hand by 

designing a book cover this 
month. Ask your parents to 
“like” us on Facebook 
because we share kids’ 
artwork there.

Last, but not least, we 
celebrate the birthdays of 
two presidents this month: 
Washington and Lincoln.

We hope you enjoy this 
month’s issue! It is our 
special Valentine gift for you!

See you next month!

Design a new cover for 
your favorite book! Be sure 
to include the title and the 
name of the author. Mail 
your artwork to us and 
we’ll publish as many as 
we can in our next issue 
of Kid Scoop News!

Be creative! Send your 
�nished artwork to:

Deadline: 

NICOLE SCHWEITZBERGER
NIE Director
The Sioux City Journal
(712)293-4224
nicole.schweitzberger@lee.net

JEANETTE HOPKINS
NIE Educational Coordinator
The Sioux City Journal
(712)293-4328
jhopkins@siouxcityjournal.com

An Irish War Bride’s Adventure in Siouxland
Kid Scoop News Presenting:  Oral Histories: A Gathering of Personal Memories

During the month of February, Siouxland Public Media will be sharing oral histories written by local feature student reporters from the children’s magazine Kid 
Scoop News.  Eight stories will be read by the reporters on KWIT in hopes that the readings might inspire others to start recording the stories of friends, family 
members and loved ones they don’t want to ever forget.
This past week, Kid Scoop News received some fascinating news in that the first recording read by Natalie Bousquet, who wrote about her great grandmother, a 
WWII Irish War Bride, had been heard oversees by an Irish BBC station.  Cameron Mitchell from the BBC UK sent an interview done by John Toal with Natalie’s 
mother, April Bousquet that was aired on Friday, January 27thon the BBC Radio Ulster station: John Toal Live. 
At Kid Scoop News, we believe that for children to know who they are, they need to know where they are from…and to know where we are from we must know the 
people, the stories, the history, the topography, and the culture of a place.  We believe that young children truly are the future and that their voices are powerful.
The following is the piece written by Natalie Bousquet about her grandmother, Margaret Elizabeth O’Connor who was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland along with 
four other siblings.  Be sure to check this out on:  kwit.org/post/irish-war-brides-adventure-siouxland and the other
seven readings completed by our own feature student Kid Scoop News reporters.

Margaret Elizabeth O’Connor
My great-grandmother, Margaret Elizabeth O’Connor was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland along with four other siblings.  When she was only fourteen, she 
worked at a linen factory as she helped to take care of the family.  She was a teenager during World War II and was an official air raid warden and when there 
was danger close by…she would grab her bicycle and yell out the warnings to all who would listen.  Her mother died when she was very young and she became 
the caretaker of the family.  Life was hard, but many families nearby were affected by the war.
Margaret did the family laundry using a scrub board and she cooked many meals the old fashioned way.  Each member of the family had chores to complete and 
they did it without complaining.  Margaret met a young American soldier named David Udell who was soon to become her husband. Margaret became a “war 
bride”.  War brides are women who left their native countries after the war and married soldiers from Allied forces.  Over 100,000 GI war brides left the United 
Kingdom which includes Northern Ireland.
They met in 1943 and after David travelled back to the United States, she followed in 1945.  She travelled by ship with other war brides and after being processed 
through Staten Island, she travelled by train to Chicago and transferred to another train to Sioux City.  Imagine being all alone in a foreign country, preparing for a 
totally new life.  Margaret and the other war brides are individuals who could teach all of us about commitment and strength during very difficult times.
Margaret was deeply affected by the greeting she was given in Sioux City.  A feast had been organized and there was more food at the table then she had 
ever seen.  In Ireland, each family was given only one egg to share each week and other staples were difficult to find.  She doesn’t understand why people don’t 
appreciate what they have here in the United States.  For her, living here is truly celebrating the American Dream.  
Margaret still lives in Sioux City and enjoys her grandchildren and great grandchildren.  At Kid Scoop News stories such as hers need to be shared and not 
forgotten.  She truly is one from the “Greatest Generation” who demonstrates what living is all about!
Natalie Bosquet  West Middle School 6th Grade

VALERIA - 3RD
CARDINAL ELEMENTARY

KYLE - 4TH
GALVA-HOLSTEIN

MOLLY - 5TH
GALVA-HOLSTEIN

ELI - 1ST
JOHNSON ELEMENTARY

We received so many 
bookmarks! Great job to all! 
Our staff has picked some 
of our favorites to show 
throughout this issue. 

MORE TO FOLLOW!
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Who is this article 
about?

What is this article 
about?

When did this 
happen?

Where did it 
happen? 

Why did they do it?

Read the article 
on this page. 

Then answer the 
questions below!

Here are just three of the thousands of African Americans who have made important contributions 
to the lives of all people. Read about African American inventors and scientists on page 18.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
CANADA – An elderly woman 
was showered with love last 
Valentine’s Day. She got dozens 
of valentines from the local school 
children she waves at every day.

Pink and red, heart-shaped cards, 
made from old milk jugs and wire 
hangers, were placed across her 
lawn. More than 70 of the high 
school students stopped by to 
hand-deliver cards.

Why does Granny Davidson get 
this kind of love from local 
students?

         or ten years now, Tinney 
          Davidson, age 86, has been 
waving to the students of Highland 
Secondary School in Comox 
Valley, British Columbia, Canada, 
as they walked past her home on 
the way to school.

Waving. The simple act of waving 
and smiling brightens the day. 
The students all love it.

And so does Granny! “I love it,” 
she explained. “And, they seem 
to love it also.”

February is Black History Month

F

Madam C.J. Walker was one 
of the �rst female African 
Americans to start and grow 
a large business. She created 
hair care products for African 
American women. Some say 
Walker was America’s �rst 
self-made female millionaire.

Madam C.J. Walker
Baseball Hall of Famer, 
Jackie Robinson, probably 
changed baseball more 
than any other player–not 
by skill alone, but by who 
he was as a person. He was 
the �rst African American to 
play Major League Baseball.

Jackie Robinson
Granville T. Woods was 
an African-American 
inventor who is often 
called the “Black Edison.” 
He helped to create the 
telephone and the 
streetcar.

Granville T. Woods

Granny 
Davidson 
smiles from 
her living room 
window and 
her front lawn 
is covered in 
valentines 
from local 
students.
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LEADERSHIP
Dear Mr. President…
Congratulations on being elected. I think this 
is a great change for our country.
I believe that there are a few things you 
should do for kids like me. First of all, us 
kids would probably like to meet you, so 
you should have free chances to meet the 
president that are only for kids. How exciting 
would that be?!
Next, you should set up kid work programs 
that help with money for college and 
scholarships. This way, more kids can get 
good jobs and be what they want to be.
Also, you should make sure every school 
in the United States gets heating and air 
conditioning. It is so hard to learn while 
you’re burning up or freezing in your 
classroom.
Finally, you should make “National Movie 
Night” where kids and their parents get into 
the theater free and get a large selection of 
movies to watch. Some kids have parents 
where they are always working or on 
business trips. This would let them spend 
quality time with their parents. 
Those are some of the things you should do 
for kids in this country. It would be great if 
you could do this. Thank you!
Sincerely, 
Jacy Jackson, from Riverside Elementary

Mrs. Mitchell’s Third Grade Classroom 
from Lawton-Bronson shares how they 
would change their world…   

Dear Mr. President,
Kids need more privileges in life, like a small 
paying job that suits our talents.  Also, I 
wanted to ask if we could do chemistry at an 
earlier age. 
Aden R.

Can you help kids by giving food to people 
who don’t have money to pay for food?  
Can you help kids by giving books to 
schools or classrooms?  Can you help by 
giving new desks and chairs and pencils? 
Jimmy G.

I want you to make it so there are more 
veggies in our lunch menus.  Would you 
make it so there are more books in schools 
and libraries?  You should build more day 
cares and basketball courts.  It would be so 
nice if you could make teachers get paid 
more often, they work very hard.  Maybe 
you could write a bunch of 400 page 
books.  Just one more favor I ask from me 
to you, could you make a law that there is 
no littering and make everyday Earth Day? 
Syenna F.

Dear Mr. President,
I would like you to lower taxes so kids can 
buy more things like toys and clothes.  I 
would want you to pay for our hospital bills.  
When you are in the hospital you are hurt.  
Then you get really mad because you have 
to pay to be there. Cole W.

Mrs. Schuller’s Third Grade Class from 
Sibley-Ocheyedan Schools wrote special 
notes to the President…

Dear President Trump,
My name is Preslie.  I am a 3rd grade 
student.  I live in Sibley, IA.  Congratulations 
on being President.  I believe that you will 
make a great President.  What will it feel like 
to live in the White House?  Do you have 
any pets?  I think that a way to help kids is 
to get them a lot of new books. Preslie

My name is Kyler from Ocheyedan, IA.  
Congratulations on being the 45th President 
of the USA.  I think you should make our 
school have only 160 days, instead of 180 
days. Kyler

My name is Morgan.  You should let kids 
get more vacation time.  I live in Sibley, IA.  
Congratulations for being the 45th President.  
Do you live in Washington, DC?
Your fellow American,
Morgan

My name is Ben.  I live in Iowa.  My school 
is in Sibley.  I’m glad you are president.  
This is what I want you to do – I want new 
schools, so people that can’t go, can.  I’d 
like more homes that people can live in. 
Ben

My name is Tate.  I live in Sibley, IA and I 
am a 3rd grade student.  Congratulations on 
getting to be president.  What is it like to be 
president?  Is it fun or not so fun?  I think that 
the school day should be longer, so we can 
learn more.  We can get better at our bad 
things. Tate

Mrs. Ortegren’s Third Graders at Hinton 
Write to the New President…

Dear Donald Trump,
What I would like you to do for kids is make 
them recycle more. Nicole

Would you tell principals to start school at 
9:00 and get over at 4:00? Also, could you 
make a very, very, very, very cold coat for 
the penguins so we can play with them in 
the summer when it is hot?   Karlyn

For kids, I would like to have a longer week 
for 17 days. We would go to school for 
seven days out of the 17 days. We would 
have snacks and naps for two and a half 
hours more. Every kid should be able to 
drive a car. Also, school should start at 7:55 
and not 8:30, and then school should get 
out at 2:55. Afton

If you could, do you think you could possibly 
tell parents that kids don’t have to do 
chores? Would you also have parents let 
kids drink soda for breakfast and eat cake 
every day? Could you also make money 
become extinct, because no one likes it. 
Everything should just be free! Thanks. 
Peyton 

Will you please let kids come to the White 
House? I am a kid and I really want to see 
the White House. Some kids might want 
to be President when they get older, and 
they need to know where everything is, too. 
Please?!?   Hailie

Fourth Grade Students in Mrs. Irwin’s 
Class from Leeds Share:
Dear Mr. President,

I would like to have McDonalds bring back 
the caramel for the apples because children 
would really love the apples.  Also, you 
should make a book place for children to 
stay and make friends and to read. Emma

I would like to see communities have good 
hospitals and medicines so that kids stay 
healthy and good. Addie

What I want you to do for the children in 
America is to help them stay in good homes, 
give food and shelter, and help all those 
people that have crazy issues. Amid

I would like to advise you to make sure every 
child has fun in school and education all 
around the world is fun for kids. Justin

I would like you to keep all children safe. 
Chris

What I would like is for you to share some of 
your money with me so that I could give that 
money to poor schools to make the school a 
better place for our kids. Max

Shelli Bull’s third grade class from Dakota 
Valley Elementary shares their thoughts 
about good leaders!

I think one quality of a strong leader 
would be understanding, so he/she could 
understand what the people want. Another 
quality for a leader would be responsibility 
because this would help a leader keep track 
of things. The last quality a good leader 
should have is honesty. This would be good 
for a leader so they could always tell the 
truth. Addison S.

I think a great leader should have qualities 
like caring because a leader should care 
for their followers.  Another quality is 
trustworthiness because they need people 
to trust him/her.  Leaders also need 
responsibility. They need this quality because 
of all the things they have to do and all the 
people in their care.  Mia R.

A good leader would be inspiring, 
trustworthy, faithful, and kind. They would 
have to have all these qualities or people 
wouldn’t believe in them or care about them. 
A good leader would have to make people 
know that their right by their side.  
Jaxon T.

A leader is a person that wants followers 
and is a good person. A good leader is a 
respectful person and a helpful person who 
makes sure their town, city, or state has 

everything it needs. Kaleb S.

One quality of a good leader is being 
brave. You have to give speeches and 
sometimes fight in wars. Another quality of 
a good leader is intelligence because you 
have to think of good things to say in your 
speeches and have ways to solve problems. 
A leader also has to be respectful because if 
they are not, then no one will like them.  
Lexi V.

One good quality for a leader is being 
smart because you have to have plans. 
Another good quality is bravery because 
you can’t be scared of trying new things. 
Chloe S.

One quality is loyalty. A leader has to be 
loyal to people and treat them with respect.  
Another one is trustworthiness because 
people have to be able to trust you and 
follow you.  A good leader has to be fair so 
people get what they need.   
Bailee T. 

The qualities of a good leader are kindness, 
bravery, and thoughtfulness. Also, they have 
to be unselfish and not bossy. A good leader 
always has these qualities.  
Ayaan S.

Mrs. Irwin’s Future Stars from Leeds are 
insightful about leadership…
 I believe my mom and dad are my leaders 
because they guide me and tell me what 
to do that is best for my future.  In the 
classroom, Mrs. Irwin is my leader because 
she is loyal and wants you to do your best.  
In my town it is the mayor who tries to do 
what is best for our town. Max

The person I think is a good leader is Mrs. 
Irwin because she helps you, she supports 
you, she’s nice and she is a caring teacher. 
Autumn

I believe my father is a good leader because 
he is strong and teaches us not to ever give 
up. Alana

My leader is my mom because she helps me 
with work when I need help.  She also loves 
me and I can tell her anything and she will 
listen and then give me good advice. 
Myesha

A quality leader is a nice person who 
doesn’t boss others around.  It is also a 
person who is caring and likes everyone no 
matter if they agree or not.  I believe that a 
good leader is also someone who doesn’t 
bully. Skyler
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Jean Grove:  
American Red Cross Instructor
Tri-State CPR Plus
Being a leader in preparing our generation 
of babysitters can be overwhelming, but 
the American Red Cross and Mercy Health 
Hospital takes this role very seriously.  
Babysitting is more than playing a few 
games with younger children and making 
them a peanut butter sandwich for lunch This 
winter, at Mercy Health Hospital, two classes 
were offered to help train new babysitters.
These classes are prepared for students who 
will be babysitting neighborhood children 
or and their own siblings. The students who 
participated were 11 years of age or older. 
One of Mercy Health Educators is Jean 
Grove, who led two classes this winter in 
babysitting.  These classes assisted older 
students in knowing the importance of 
excellent care when watching children.  
Babysitter’s Training is an all-day class 
where six main areas are covered:
• You’re the Boss: A Guide to Leadership
• The Business of Babysitting
• Safe and Sound on the Job
• Understanding Kids from 0-10
• Feeding to Bedtime: Caring for Kids
• It’s an Emergency…Now What?

As the titles imply, students are shown 
strategies and tactics for building a strong 
babysitting base that will carry them through 
the experience and on to the next. Jean 
emphasized that youth who are planning 
to babysit need the knowledge and skills 
to safely and responsibly give care for 
children and infants.  They need to develop 
leadership skills, learn how to develop 
a business, keep children safe and well 
behaved, and learn the basics of child care 
and first aid.
Jean also believes that after a student has 
taken the Red Cross Training, they realize 
the responsibility of caring for a child and 
that there many decisions that will need to 
be made.
Many of our Kid Scoop News readers 
have participated in the training offered at 
Mercy and they shared their thoughts about 
the class.  KUDOS to Mercy and Jean for 
taking time and giving support to our next 
generation of leaders!
Participant Responses:
Have you ever had to watch any babies 
or young children. I have and it is so much 
fun. Though, sometimes it is a pain because 
it is hard to handle them. I have attended  
two Mercy babysitting classes and they are 
awesome. You have to be patient and work 

hard. Mercy babysitting classes are good for 
beginners and for girls and boys. You learn 
how to change the baby’s diapers without 
hurting them, how to feed them without 
choking on the food, they teach you how 
to make their milk needs. I feel this class is 
important to go to because it helps you learn 
and helps you in the future. One more thing, 
you can sing to the babies to make them fall 
asleep. 
Angelina Shaw    
Mater Dei Grade 6

Babysitting is not glamorous whatsoever, 
because if you are babysitting, little kids it 
can get very messy. You need to be sure 
to pick up before you leave; it is just super 
helpful for the parents. You always need to 
make sure everything hazardous is out of 
the children’s reach. At  times, I will bring a 
friend with me if the kids are pretty little, it’s 
like establishing a team I guess. The Mercy 
Babysitting class will give you great tips and 
tricks to babysitting; you should definitely try 
it out sometime!
Braedyn Bentson    
Mater Dei Grade 8

I learned a great deal and even more when 
I took the class a second time.  The teacher 
knows a great deal about being a good 
babysitter and expected us to listen, learn, 

and show that we understood.  I really 
enjoyed finding more about feeding and 
caring for a smaller child.  I help my parents 
and grandparents babysit a young two year 
old.  He is busy all of the time, and can 
really make you tired. We learned some 
new activities for children his age and I think 
that will help me when I help babysit.  One 
important part of the class was Check-Call-
Care.  It is important to know what to do 
in an emergency.  It is important to know 
exactly where you are…so you can call or 
contact people for help.  Our teacher would 
answer questions and explain things so you 
understood.  She also had us do activities 
that would be like babysitting.  
It was a bit of a crazy day…there were a 
lot of kids taking the class.  The teacher 
was firm and knew a lot about babysitting 
and I knew I was going to learn a lot. It’s 
important to take this class because of the 
fact that you need to know how to take care 
of children.  If you don’t know this…it is very 
hard to care for children.
Chloe McClure  Alexis Bell  
North Middle Grade 7

Stomp and Shout
February 7, 14, 21, 28, 
March 7, 14, 21, 28, 
April 4, 11
Ages 8 months- 6 years

Yoga for Preschoolers
Feb. 9th through March 16
Ages 3-7

Kitchen Chemistry
February 8 and 15
Ages 3-6Agriculture Fun

The Milking Cow, The Barn, The Grain Pit, The Hog Barn, and The Garden
The farm exhibits help demonstrate not only the importance of farming and agri-business, but also that the 
food we eat does not come from cans or from the supermarket, but originates from live, growing plants 
and animals. The agriculture area offers an environment where children discover and learn the growing 
process and different local foods.

Commerce and Trade - The Market and The Café
As children play in the Market and Café, they will encounter a variety of foods, take on diverse roles, and 
work on even skills such as early literacy and early math as they restock shelves, sort, count, group, handle 
cash and serve. Allowing kids to independently explore, investigate, experience and be in charge of these 
familiar places fosters feeling of empowerment and broadens their thinking. 

Each month, we select a special section from the 
LaunchPAD Children’s Museum to highlight.  We 
are extremely lucky in Siouxland to have such 
a wonderful place for parents and children to 
go…for exploration, sensory development, play 
and fun!  

The Sioux City Lewis & Clark Interpretive Center February 11th at 1:00 p.m., the Sioux City Lewis & Clark Interpretive 
Center will celebrate the 212th birthday of Jean Baptiste Charbonneau, the expedition’s youngest member. The program will 

last approximately 45 minutes, recommend for kids ages 7-12. Admission and materials will be free.

Special Art Contest
The Sioux City Lewis & Clark Interpretive Center invites Siouxland students, kindergarten through eighth grade, to enter “Seaman the Dog’s  
Winter-in-Siouxland Art Contest.” Participants are to imagine what it would look like if Seaman the Dog was to visit present-day Siouxland.  

Artwork should be submitted on an 8.5-by-11 inch sheet of paper by Mar. 1st. More information can be found on the Center’s website: siouxcitylcic.com. 
Sara Olson, Educational Coordinator  Newfoundland dogs like Seaman have been connected to waterways and oceans due to the unique  

shape and webbing found on their toes.  Their coat is thick and oily, which repels water and makes them adapted to swimming.   
They were thought of as “sea dogs”, and Seaman’s name seems to be appropriate.
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What color are 
most pencils 
painted?

Unscramble the 
letters on these 
pencils to find 
out.

Pencil Paint

 Kid Scoop News takes a trip to the 
pencil factory to find out!

Worldwide, more 
than 10 billion 
pencils are 
made each year. 
More than 
two billion of 
these are made in 
the United States!

Pencil Planet

Astronauts write 
with pencils in 

space. Pens need 
gravity and air 

pressure to work.

The Write Stuff

The “lead” in pencils is 
not made of lead. It is a 
mixture of graphite and 
clay that is formed into 
long spaghetti-like 
strings and dried.

An empty grooved slat is 
glued on top to make a 
pencil sandwich.

The eraser is added at 
the end.

Standards Link: Reading Comprehension; students read and understand
grade-level appropriate expository material to find out information.

Standards Link: Spelling; recognize familiar spelling patterns; sequence letters.

Cedar logs are sawed 
into narrow slices 
called “slats.”

Skinny grooves are cut 
into the slats and 
brushed with glue.

glue

grooves

A graphite “string” is 
laid into each groove.

graphite

The “sandwiches” go into 
a shaper that cuts the slats 
into pencils.

pencils

The pencils are painted.

paint
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Find the words by looking up, 
down, backwards, forwards, 

sideways and diagonally.
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PENCIL
LEAD
FACTORY
SLATS
GLUE
SLICES
ERASER
GRAPHITE
CEDAR
WRITE
LOGS
DOTS
GRAB
CLAY
DRAWStandards Link: Reading Comprehension; sequencing events.

By the Numbers
Use your pencil to number each row of pictures in the correct 
order from 1 to 4.

If I Were a Pencil, I would…
• be stretchy, so I could write two things at a time.  Piper K.
• hate to get sharpened, so my new cool tip would be 
awesome like a diamond.  Carli L.
• draw a gecko who went to PetCo. Tasia L.
• be a good tool for writing.   Alex L.
• wrap myself in toilet paper to scare kids.Olivia S.
• make funny noises. Yaneli Q.
• I would be in a rain forest, because I like sketching animals 
that are hunting and sleeping.   Ofelia R. 
Riverside and Loess Hills 3rd Grade TAG Students
• do Pencil Parkour on the tables, because it would be very fun 
to jump around.   Cameron K.
• be able to change my color, so I can restart my day and 
make it better    Angelica R.
• be able to become a pen whenever I wanted.   Carlos A.
Loess Hills 5th Graders TAG Students

Pencil  Acrostic
Professionals use pencils
Even teachers use pencils
Nothing can beat them
Can you think of someone who uses them?
It is a wonderful thing
Ladies like guys who use pencils
So, do you like to use pencils?
Daynen McKee Akron-Westfield Grade 4

I finally saw the light,
I had been left out all night,
In came one,
And then there was a ton,
My tip hit the paper,
Just a moment later,
But then my feelings started to waver,
CRACK!!!!
Lauryn Peck Holy Cross Grade 6

Scratch, scratch, scratch.
“That’s me Phill the pencil. I am getting duller and duller, while growing shorter and shorter. The only good thing about 
getting dull is when you get so dull you get to be sharpened. After that you start all over again with the process. I 
have a pretty good life so far. Peter, my owner, is the best owner that you could ever hope for. He always make sure 
that you are looking sharp when you start to look dull. I hope that I can continue a life with peter until it is time to go.           
Ella Demers  Holy Cross Grade 6

I see the light!  Finally the human opened the pencil torturer bag.  I was suffocating!  I of course am what the 
human picks up first.  I’m her favorite!  She treats me pretty well.  I mean sometimes she squeezes me too tight, but 
that’s because she’s stressed.  She holds me in front of her face and stands up.  Oh, I hate this.  Whenever the human 
stands up with me, it’s because we’re going to my least favorite place, the swirly, loud, super sharp, dark machine with 
no mercy that the human calls a sharpener.  After that horrible experience, we’re on our way back to our desk when 
someone bumps into the human.  She stumbles and I fall to the ground.  No!  I see my human walk away.  She has 
already forgotten me.  I am now where all pencils dread.  The pencil graveyard, A.K.A, the FLOOR!
Rosie Markham  Grade 6

If I Were a Pencil, I would…
• always be the sharpest person on earth. Isaac C. 
• create art. Mason M. 
• hide somewhere the whole school year, because every time  
   I’m used I break or get dull. Sabrin N.
Liberty 4th Grade Students
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                          One day, a neighbor gave Abe a baby pig. 
The little pig and Abe loved each other. Everywhere that Abe 
went, the pig was sure to go. By late summer, Abe could ride 
on the pig’s back.

Fall arrived and with it, a sad announcement from his father. 
The pig was needed to feed the family over the winter. Abe 
was so upset, he ran away and hid in the woods for two days. 
But even that didn’t save his poor pig from the dinner table.

February 12 marks the 208th 
birthday of Abraham Lincoln.

Lincoln was president during 
the Civil War and made the 
Emancipation Proclamation to 
free people from slavery.

Lincoln is remembered for his 
adult achievements. But what 
was he like as a kid? 

Kid Scoop News takes a look at 
the kid who grew up to be a 
great man in American history.

As a young man, Abe worked at a 
country store. One time, he 

discovered that he’d 
overcharged a customer. 
He closed the store and 
walked a long distance 

to return the extra money. 
This is one of many stories 

about Abe’s honesty, a quality 
for which he is often remembered.

Abraham Lincoln grew up 
in a log cabin that had a 
dirt floor and no electricity 
or plumbing. Everyone in 
the family did chores. By 
the time he was six, he 
fetched water from the 
creek, swept out the 
fireplace, pulled 
weeds in the 
garden and 
gathered nuts.

Many states have a joint holiday to honor both Abraham Lincoln and George 
Washington. The holiday is called Presidents Day and this year it is celebrated 

on Monday, 20th February—the third Monday in February.

Presidents Day
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Find the words by looking up, 
down, backwards, forwards, 

sideways and diagonally.
LINCOLN
NEIGHBOR
CANDLE
HONESTY
SLAVERY
CIVIL
FASTER
ABRAHAM
RAIL
QUALITY
ROAD
CABIN
CHORES
PIGStandards Link: Number Sense: Solve problems using addition and subtraction.
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                                      Abraham Lincoln had many nicknames 
in his lifetime. Do the math problems next to each nickname. 
The names next to even numbers are the names people called 
him. Cross out the names next to odd numbers. These are NOT 
any of Abe’s nicknames.

Honest Abe

Stovepipe Top

Lone Star of Illinois

Law and Order Abe

Father Abraham

Great Emancipator

17 + 17

15 + 12

27 + 9

28 – 15

32 – 8

21 + 7

Great Whiskers

The Rail Splitter

Tall Link

Long Abe

Stretch Lincoln

Super 16

14 + 19

13 – 5

19 – 4

18 – 4

16 – 5

24 + 7

It’s simple!
Your locally-owned car store is proud to support
Siouxland Newspapers In Education and Kids Scoop News.

SIOUX CITY

3601 Singing Hills Blvd. & 2001 E. 6th St., Sioux City • SiouxCityFord.com • 712-277-8420
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A PROUD SUPPORTER OF  
KIDSCOOP NEWS SIOUXLAND

VALENTINE’S DAY
Valentine’s Day….Mater Dei Nativity 
Students Share
Valentine’s Day is one of the many holidays we celebrate 
in America. Valentine’s Day is a day where you show your 
love for others. You can give people cards, chocolates, or 
flowers. On Valentine’s Day you should go to the Sugar 
Shack Bakery to buy treats for your love. At the Sugar Shack 
you can buy little cookies or big cookies. All the cookies 
are shaped like little love envelopes, hearts, and kissy lips. 
Cookies from the Sugar Shack are the perfect Valentine’s 
Day treats!  Abby Albenesius    

Valentine’s Day! It’s a time of year we all get together with 
people we love. For my family, we like to celebrate with 
gifts. Every year, my mom and dad get all the kids a box 
of chocolate and a stuffed animal. One time I got a sock 
monkey, or a unicorn, or a bear. We always get my mom 
flowers. She keeps them forever, too !My dad always makes 
a great breakfast. Usually, he makes crepes. They are like 
a thin pancake with cream and strawberries in them. He 
serves them on pretty heart plates. We compliment him on it 
all morning! In conclusion, my Valentine’s Day with my family 
is my favorite!  Caroline Moyer  

Valentine’s Day,
Is the day where we show our love,
For those we hope will never go away.
We show our appreciation for all we can think of.
We are very elated to be,
With our family and our friends.
Maybe you give them a compliment for things you can see,
Or maybe you tell them you will be with them until the end.
You may end up with cards, chocolate and more.
You might indulge in candy today.
Being together with those we adore,
Is enough to make it an amazing day.  
Lily Graham Grade 7

Chocolate, Skittles, and lots more. I love Valentine’s Day. 
On Valentine’s Day we have a party in school. One year 
for Valentine’s Day I made a robot out of candy. The heads 
were made out of Nerds. The body was made out of juice 
boxes. The feet were made out of Starbursts. I also made a 
vending machine for my box. . Then we go home and tell 
everyone what we got. We trade the candy we don’t like. 
My favorite is Snickers.
When we are at home my Uncle comes over. He gives us 
foreign candy. Then we give him our Valentines and we 
compliment him. Then we get to pick the candy. Last year the 
candy was from England. I recommend fudge from England 
over all the candy.  Madison Maas

I love Valentine’s Day! Our Valentine’s Day is a little sad, 
though. My Grandpa died on Valentine’s Day so we have 
some special traditions that we do every year. We always 
get one balloon for every person in my family (five). To 
complement the balloon, we write little notes to my Grandpa 
and tape them to the balloon, that way he can read them 
in heaven. The jumble of balloons soon turns into tiny little 
blotches that you can no longer see as they go up into 
heaven. 
Valentine’s Day is still very fun though. We run outside the 
house holding the balloons and start taking pictures of us 
letting go. Once they are out of sight we go inside and 
cook our Valentine’s Day meal. We all get to pick something 
that we want to eat. As a snack, we eat the cream covered 
Animal Crackers, because that’s what my Grandpa always 
liked to have as a snack. 
Sidney Koob Grade 6

Pink and red hearts are everywhere
Frigid snowflakes fill the air
Stores have to replenish on their shelves
People buying candy for themselves
In classrooms kids are having fun with peers
Everyone maneuvers around the volunteers
People are dressed in dapper clothes
Bundled up from their head to their toes
Everyone is enthusiastic about Valentine festivities
Making cute cards for friends with creative abilities 
Ellie Koob   

Do you know that nearly 150 million cards are exchanged 
each Valentine’s Day? Valentine’s Day is a great day for love 
and most importantly, chocolate! Have you ever been to 
Palmer’s Candy before? If you haven’t been there you should 
go! Palmer’s Candy is a place located in downtown Sioux 
City, Iowa. It’s a place full of candy, classified into different 
groups like sour, sweets, chocolate, caramel, and fudge! My 
favorite thing from Palmer’s Candy is a caramel apple. What 
is your favorite thing from Palmer’s Candy? Valentines’ Day 
is coming up so maybe you should go to Palmer’s and get 
some chocolates for one of your glamorous peers. Palmer’s 
Candy will have any and every kind of chocolate just for 
you.  Anna Fenton  

I am so excited for Valentine’s Day! I love to get candy and 
thank everyone who is in my life. Making boxes gives me 
enthusiasm! I love to make the boxes you get to decorate for 
school because I get to do it with my sister Paxton. Paxton 
and I fight a lot and it is just fun to be together and make a 
creative box! My favorite candy to get is Jolly Ranchers!
 On Valentine’s Day mornings on the kitchen table, my Mom 

and Dad write us letters full of compliments.  It makes me 
feel elated because I know my Mom and Dad care and 
will be there for me! My parents also have candy around 
the letters like Snickers, Hershey’s, and Skittles. Happy 
Valentine’s Day!!  Lucy O’Hern  
Do you like Valentine’s Day? It’s one of my favorite holidays! I 
hope you get a glamorous gift from someone you love. I always 
get a gift from my Mom and Dad. Do you have an heirloom that’s 
related to Valentine’s Day? I don’t, but I have heard of people 
having cards and certain trinkets as an heirloom. Okay, now 
that I have ranted about random things, I can tell you some facts 
about Valentine’s Day.
• Over 1 billion people will exchange cards, which makes this 
the 2nd largest season to send cards.
• In Victorian times, it was considered bad luck to sign a 
Valentine’s Day card.
• In Medieval times, girls ate bizarre foods like ketchup pancakes. 
They believed this would enable them to meet their future spouse.
• Valentine’s Day has been claimed as florist’s number one 
holiday to sell flowers.
• People who buy flowers on this day are 73% men and only 
27% women.
• In the late 1800’s, the first box of chocolate was introduced by 
Richard Cadbury.
•10% of marriage proposals take place on Valentine’s Day.
• 3% of pet owners buy their pets gifts on this day. 
Hannah Fitzpatrick                                                                                                                           
Last year on Valentine’s Day my grandparents were over from 
Mexico! We went to my aunt’s and uncle’s house to take a 
family picture. The weather was so luminous! As we were 
taking pictures, my little sister thought she was the boss so she 
lectured us. After we were done with family pictures we went 
to my aunt’s sister’s house’s. Their landscape is awesome! 
We played outside and had a cook out! My cousin’s cousin 
had silly string!  We went outside, sneakily, and sprayed it. 
The moms all screamed, and we said, “HAPPY VALENTINE’S 
DAY!” and gave them a hug. That is my favorite Valentine’s 
Day memory!  Sarahi Guerra   
Valentine’s Day is amazing! Do you like Valentine’s Day? I like 
Valentine’s Day because it’s always so glamorous. Valentine’s 
Day is love and acceptance towards others. Sometimes people 
buy beautiful flowers for others. Valentine’s Day is always on 
February 14th. Valentine’s Day is an amazing day to celebrate 
love and joy towards others.
Do you have a favorite Valentine’s Day? My favorite 
Valentine’s Day memory is when we used to do Valentine’s 
Day parties. We had treats and played games and 
exchanged notes for everyone in our class. It was the best! 
Elen Pruett    
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Valentine’s Day is a day of having fun with the ones you 
love. People indulge beautiful flowers. The different colors 
include pinks and reds. There are roses, lilies, baby’s 
breaths, callas, dahlias, carnations, hydrangeas, orchards, 
sunflowers, tulips, peonies, and many more. People buy 
big boxes of assorted chocolates. You can get other things 
covered in chocolate like chocolate covered strawberries or 
pretty much any fruit covered in chocolate! After Valentine’s 
Day you will have a full stock of candy! I don’t really love 
chocolate, and my mom hates it, so if you aren’t a chocolate 
lover it is nice to make someone something like a card just to 
show you love them. You don’t have to spend all your money 
on chocolates or flowers this Valentine’s Day, just spend time 
with the people you love. It is always nice to do something 
on Valentine’s Day for the people around you whether it is a 
peer, parent, grandparent, uncle, aunt, brother, or sister. 
Briley Logan     
                                                                                                
I remember the time I woke up on Valentine’s Day, went 
downstairs and found an incredible surprise! My dad had 
given me balloons, a box of chocolates, and a card! Along 
with that, he gave me a necklace and a new umbrella. 
I could tell my dad liked seeing my enthusiasm for the 
gifts he gave me that day. The necklace would be a nice 
complement to my new sparkly dress!
Along with the presents I got, he gave my Mom a card, 
balloons, and a box of chocolates. I was surprised my dad 
could maneuver downstairs on our creaky stairs while we 
were sleeping! To this day, I am still in shock. It was the best 
Valentine’s Day ever! I will never forget that day.
 Brooklynn Roder   

Valentine’s Day is where you show love,
You might see a glamorous dove.
You might have a secret admirer, 
With some roses you might desire.
 It’s always a luminous day,
You’ll never be humdrum in a way.
 You might have an elated evening,
There are pretty roses that you might be smelling.
 It is always such wonderful fun,
 When you dance with loved ones in the sun.
 So my special Valentine,
 Will you consider to be mine?        Olivia Fitch   
What comes to mind when you think of Valentine’s Day? 
Some people think of hearts and chocolate, others think of 
Cupid, but I think of flowers. There are tons of varieties such 
as roses, which are most popular for this time of year.  There 
are daisies, tulips, chrysanthemums, carnations, hydrangeas, 
irises, and lots more! They come in all shapes, sizes, and 
colors. While you usually think of roses as red, they also 
come in blue, purple, pink, white, and even yellow! You 
can buy single flowers or a bouquet, just be sure the colors 
complement each other! 
Where can you get flowers? Some stores that sell a variety 
of flowers include Hy-Vee, Pedal Pushers, Earl May, and 
Meadow Flower Shop. But you don’t have to go to a store 
to get fresh flowers, you can grow them yourself! There are 
lots of places that sell the supplies you need to start your 
own flower garden. A few places I would recommend are 
Menards, Lowes, Bomgaars, Walmart, Wilmes Do It Best, 
and Earl May. It can be tedious work, but in the end, it’s 
worth it. Be sure your garden gets plenty of sunlight, has 
fertile soil, and you replenish the water frequently. I’m sure 
your Valentine would be elated to receive a beautiful and 
exquisite gallery of flowers this Valentine’s Day!          
Rachel Bertrand    

I love Valentine’s Day; it is a great holiday. I have luminous 
memories of days in elementary school when we made shoe 
boxes into efficient candy holding boxes. I also remember 
getting lots of pink and red candy like suckers, small candy 
hearts, and Fun Dip. Most classes always had one person in 
the class who gave out a small knickknack. And we would 
all have enthusiasm to get home and eat all of our candy 
within a couple hours. Another reason I love Valentine’s Day 
is because it is a day of love… It is a day to replenish love 
and to love your family. I love receiving letters from my mom 
telling me how much she loves me. I always get chocolate on 
this day and I love milk chocolate that is creamy and good. 
Jacob Salmen

One of my favorite days of the whole year is Valentine’s 
Day!  I like all the love that is passed around on this day. 
We share chocolates and give cards to show how much 
people love each other.  I wish the love shared and the 
kindness given on Valentine’s Days would stay like that 
all year around not just one day of the year. It would be 
great if everyone could give each other compliments with 
enthusiasm!
Valentine’s Day is right around the corner and it is one of my 
favorite days of the year! On this day people exchange their 
heartfelt gifts with lots of love and enthusiasm. Their gifts can 
be handmade or bought from a glamorous store. One year 
my mom got me balloons and chocolate and I was elated, I 
indulged into the delicious gourmet chocolates that night and 
they were absolutely amazing! 
My favorite part of Valentine’s Day is all the love and 
feelings that are passed around on this day.  I also loved 
when I was little and my peers and I made Valentine’s Day 
boxes and made little compliment cards to put in the boxes 
for one another. Isabelle Bertram

What is Valentine’s Day? What was Valentine’s Day 
established for? How is Valentine’s Day classified? Is it a 
picture of frantic people running throughout the store, trying 
to get last minute deals? Is the day made up of glamorous 
events… or how about being surprised with chocolates, 
roses, or cute knickknacks? Is Valentine’s Day just a day to 
receive compliments?  Most people celebrate Valentine’s 
Day in a fancy restaurants or at home, but there are other 
reasons and ways. 
A few years ago, my Papa died, on February 14. Naturally, 
my family had always celebrated Valentine’s Day like a 
usual Valentine’s Day until my Papa passed away. Now 
every year, my parents go buy balloons for my little sister 
and brother, my mom and dad, and me. We each write 
notes to my Papa, and then tape them on the balloons, we 
let them go in hopes they go up to heaven (I still think they 
do). The moral of this story is, celebrate with the people you 
love, don’t take them for granted; the day is not just about 
receiving gifts, but about loving someone forever. 
Madi Koob  Grade 8    

Chocolate Chaos
I woke up to a red sky.  I looked at the ground. It was gooey 
brown. I was in chocolate chaos. I looked down a cliff 
and saw at the bottom was boiling hot chocolate I looked 
around. Everything around me was chocolate. Over in the 
distance I saw white creatures with dark crimson red eyes, 
claws, horns, and hooves. They were white chocolate albino 
monsters. They charged at me. I ran as fast as I could. They 
were ganging up on me. I saw a muddy pile of chocolate. 
I threw the chocolate on their face blinding them. I then 
ran behind them and pushed them into the hot chocolate 

watching them melt and become a part of the gooey hot 
chocolate. I slowly turned around and walked away from the 
cliff.
I looked around the place and saw nothing but piles of 
chocolate and eventually found a dungeon. It started 
raining…raining frozen chocolate. One hit my head and 
it hurt badly. I had no choice but to go down into the 
dungeon. I saw four torches. I grabbed one of them and 
saw a hallway. I walked down the hallway. The hallway 
was dark, very dark; the only thing that helped me see was 
the torch in my hand illuminating. Eventually, I came across 
a door. Out of curiosity I opened the door and entered the 
room and looked around. I saw some kind of cell with iron 
bars. There was nothing inside the cell. I assumed it was 
some kind of dungeon or prison.  Everything was chocolate 
in the room except the iron bars to the prison cells. I didn’t 
want to be in that room, saw some stairs and started to 
climb! 
I realized that the stairs were chocolate. The stairs were too 
weak to support me and they broke through. I jumped using 
my hands to grip the broken stairs so that I wouldn’t fall. I 
eventually got back up. I walked forward and I ended up 
outside again. I could hear loud and intentional footsteps 
but I couldn’t see anything yet I still looked around. I noticed 
a purple vortex; out of interest, I walked over to it. I saw 
my bedroom through the portal. It was a portal so I walked 
into it and I was in my bedroom. I looked outside to see 
frigid weather. I was elated that I was back in one piece. 
I noticed that my new security camera wasn’t on record; 
as the curious person I am, I watched the tape the security 
camera recorded. I watched the tape to see what happened. 
I saw myself sleeping. I saw the door open and a dark figure 
walked in. The tape ended. I never saw the darkness of 
chocolate chaos again , but I do wonder what a chocolate 
heaven looks like.    Jacob Lee                        

VALENTINE’S DAY

LILY - 3RD
BLESSED SACRAMENT

ISAAC - 5TH
GALVA HOLSTEIN
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NOAH - 4TH
UNITY ELEMENTARY

CHLOE - 1ST
JOHNSON ELEMENTARY

GAGE - 2ND
PERRY CREEK

KYLER - 2ND
PERRY CREEK

JAYCIE - 5TH
GALVA-HOLSTEIN

SCARLETT - 1ST
JOHNSON ELEMENTARY

MORGAN - 5TH
GALVA-HOLSTEIN

ALICE - 4TH
PERRY CREEK

JESSARE - 3RD
CARDIANL ELEMENTARY

KEATING - 2ND
PERRY CREEK

BOOK MARKS
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Have you heard this story 
about George Washington?

When George was young, 
he cut down his father’s 
cherry tree.

His father was angry. He asked 
George who cut down the tree.

“I cannot tell a lie,” said 
George. “I cut it with my 
hatchet.” Then his father 
gave George a hug instead 
of punishing him because 
he had told the truth.

This story comes from a book 
that was written after George 
Washington died. Is it a true 
story? Probably not. But it is 
told over and over again to 
remind people that George 
Washington was a good man.

As first president 
of the United 
States, George 
Washington 
helped to make 
the laws and 
policies that formed our country. 
Some people wanted him to be 
the king of the United States. 
He refused because he believed 
it was better to have a president 
who was elected by the people.

How many differences can 
you find between these two 

pictures? There are at least 10.
Standards Link: Investigation: Find similarities 

and differences in common objects.

Happy Birthday George Washington
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Find the words by looking up, down, 
backwards, forwards, sideways and 

diagonally.
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LINCOLN
WASHINGTON
PRESIDENT
STORY
GEORGE
HATCHET
FACE
BOOK
LAWS
BEARD
CHERRY
HATS
GIRL
CUT

Standards Link: Math/Number Sense: Calculate sums using money.

A picture of Abraham Lincoln is on the penny. A picture of 
George Washington is on the quarter. Color the pennies 
brown. How many are there? Color the quarters gray. How 
many are there? How much money in all?

Mrs. Paulsen’s third grade 
student’s gives the President 
some great advice!
I think you should help the poor people 
by giving them some of your own money 
because you’re so rich. I think you should 
also have more stores that aren’t so 
expensive so kids and families can afford 
food, so no one will go hungry. Kayser B.

I think you should make sure people recycle 
more so we don’t waste paper, and glass, 
and plastic. I also think you should be nice 
to people from other countries so we will 
stop having wars.  Colin B.

I wish you could let teachers make more 
money, because my mom and dad are 
teachers and they work very hard. I also 
think you should help farmers, like my 
grandpa have more money by making their 
jobs pay better and be easier to do. I think 
it would be good if things in stores were 
cheaper because everything is so expensive. 
Brody B.

Congratulations on becoming the next 
President of the USA. I hope you make sure 
to help stop pollution in our country because 
pollution hurts us. It hurts the environment 
and animals, too. I also hope that teachers 
would get better benefits because my dad’s 
a teacher and it would help my family. 
 Joe D.

I think we should celebrate Earth WEEK not 
just Earth Day so people would know how 
important it is to recycle and do other things 
to save our Earth. I also think you should 
help out schools across the USA so all kids 
will get a good education and make sure 
they have everything they need. I also hope 
you could help out elderly people like my 
Grandpa, so that when they have troubles 
they have some money to help them out. 
Sophie F.

I think you should try to stop pollution and 
try to save all the animals. You should give 
schools more money for new books and 
supplies because some kids don’t have any. I 
also want to say Congrats on becoming the 
new President. Maxon H.

I think you should stop people from cutting 
down so many trees because it is hurting 
lots of animals. I also think you should do 
something to help old people and poor 
people so that everyone can go to the 
doctor and get medicine. I also think you 
need to help the homeless and elderly get 
more help so they have a place to live, 
because a lot of them don’t have a place to 
stay.  Genna W.

I wish you could do something to help stop 
pollution and litter. You should also try to 
have more nursing homes and places for the 
elderly to go to. I think you should help more 
people, especially the homeless find houses 
and jobs too. Isabella P. 

AUBREY V.
IRETONKELLEN - 2ND

PERRY CREEK

GRACIE - 5TH
CARDINAL ELEMENTARY

MYRKA - 5TH
CARDINAL ELEMENTARY
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15BIG BROTHERS ~ BIG SISTERS

BIG BROTHERS, BIG SISTERS PAGE 
PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:

LE MARS & SOUTH SIOUX CITY 

BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS OF SIOUXLAND WILL BE NOMINATING AN OUTSTANDING BIG 
BROTHER, BIG SISTER, BIG COUPLE, OR A BIG FAMILY EVERY MONTH OF THE NEW YEAR;  
as someone who has gone above and beyond as a role model for a child. The agency has nominated Jetske Wauran as January’s Big of the 
Month. Jetske and her Little Sister, Aiyana, will be celebrating their First Year Anniversary as a match in our Community-Based program this 
coming May. 
Jetske is a local News Reporter for KMEG News. As a News Reporter, Jetske’s life gets busy but she still finds quality time to devote to 
Aiyana. If you see Jetske around town congratulate and thank her for her role as a wonderful mentor and giving back to the Siouxland 
community! January was National Mentoring Month; it has been a big push through Big Brothers Big Sisters of America and other mentoring 
organizations throughout our country. If you or someone who you know would be a great role model for a child right here in Siouxland, 
please reach out to us at bigbrothersbigsisters.com or give us 
a call at 712.239.9890 – we would love to hear from you!

JOEY - 5TH
CARDINAL ELEMENTARY

DANIELA - 5TH
CARDINAL ELEMENTARY

MILEY - 3RD
PERRY CREEK

MANNY - 2ND
PERRY CREEK

LILLIE - 1ST
CARDINAL ELEMENTARY

JADYN - 2ND
ST. PAUL’S

SARA - 5TH
GALVA HOLSTEIN

KAYLA - 4TH
PATON-CHURDON
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I found LOTS of 
other names for 

money in a dictionary 
and thesaurus. 

Can you find them 
in this puzzle?

Fritter has been saving towards a 
summer visit to Six Wags 
Amusement Park. He needs a total 
of $100 and by sticking with his 
savings plan, he’s well on his way! One great way to save a large 

amount of money is by saving 
just small amounts over a long 
period of time.

If you get an allowance, don’t 
spend it all at once. Save at least 
part of it each time you get paid. 
It really adds up!

Before buying something, make 
sure you know if it’s something 
you want or something you 
need. It matters!

So far, Fritter has saved up:

Another way to write 
that amount is using 
words, like this:

Fritter’s Saving Success Talk to your child about the di�erence between WANTS and NEEDS. Discuss how giving in to WANTS can derail a savings plan!

Turn each number into words 
and the words into numbers. 

Can you do this?

Seventy-four dollars 
and thirty-five cents
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The Lincoln Penny was the first U.S. coin to 
picture a historic person. President Abraham 
Lincoln has been on the penny since 1909, the 
100th anniversary of his birth.

After each row below, draw an          if the next 
coin in the pattern should be head up. Draw a
          if the next coin should be head down.

ALISHA RINKER  
PERSONAL BANKER ~ WESTSIDE BRANCH
WELLS FARGO MONEY MATTERS TIPS FOR KIDS

2220 HAMILTON BOULEVARD

 Everyone is different and has a different idea of what would be a worthy goal to strive for and achieve. One 
person may goal for endurance, so they may achieve this by running every day. Others may have a physical goal 
like a video game or new pair of jeans. To reach this goal they may get a job or do chores around the house to 
save up the money the purchase these items. Whatever your goal may be, your first step in reaching this goal is to 
create a plan of attack! What do you need to do to reach your goal? Whether the goal is big or small, it is still a 
task that requires planning, organization, and a strong desire to achieve. If your goal happens to be an item you 
wish to obtain or purchase than having a savings account or a special (safe) place to set your extra money aside 
is the first step in succeeding with this goal. There are many ways to save towards your goal, but to earn money 
it takes a lot of hard work and determination. You can earn money in several different ways. A part time job is 
a great way to earn extra cash, but for some of you this may not be an option because of school obligations or 
age restrictions. If this is not an option then talk to your parents about doing extra chores around the house! Each 
time you get paid from your job or from your parents take a portion of that money and set it aside. Every little bit 
helps get you closer to you goal! Keep track of your progress too! Watching the amount grow over time is a great 
motivator to keep on going. 
With that in mind I want to give you a challenge! Think about something that you have always wanted for 
yourself. Once you have decided what this item is determine the cost involved in obtaining this item. How much 
do you need to save up to purchase this item? After you have determined the item and the cost involved, the next 
step is to think of how long you want to take to save up for this item. Based on how long you are willing to work 
towards achieving this goal you will be able to figure out just how much you need to save each week to get there. 
I’ll give you an example.

Goal: Nintendo Wii Game console
Cost: $199
Timeframe: two months (8 weeks)
Amount to save each week: $25
Based on my goal setting if I set aside $25 every week for eight weeks I will achieve my goal and 
reward myself by purchasing a new Nintendo Wii Console. Now it’s your turn! Write 
down a future goal that you 
have and consider what you 
need and what you will need 
to do to reach that goal!  

What kind of goals do you have? 

NOAH - 1ST
JOHNSON ELEMENTARY

XARIA - 4TH
GALVA-HOLSTEIN
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Here’s a crossword puzzle that also tests your math skills. All the answers 
are numbers written in word form. The first one is done for you.

Which of these sets of Valentine’s Day chocolates 
are ready to be shipped from the candy factory? 

The correct boxes should have:

THREE of these:

FIVE of these:

THREE of these:

THREE of these: TWO of these:



F E B R U A R Y  2 0 1 7

If the groundhog 
sees his shadow, 

winter will last for 
another six weeks!
Groundhog Day

Jump Rope 
For Heart and 

HOOPS for Heart 
help you exercise 
and raise money. 
Go to heart.org 
to learn more.

American Heart 
Month

Find a cozy corner 
and curl up to read 

a good book. 
Choose a classic 

like the Little 
House series.

Laura Ingalls 
Wilder born on 

this day in 1867

Facebook was 
launched on this 

day in 2004. Have 
you checked the 
Kid Scoop News 
Facebook page?

Celebrate the 
achievements of 

African Americans 
by naming three 
of your African 

American heroes.

When’s the
last time you got 

a new toothbrush? 
Dentists say we 

should use a new 
toothbrush every 

month.

Go outside and 
check on the 

weather. Then 
come back in and 
give your family 
a weather report.
National Weather 
Service estab-
lished in 1870

Imagine you are 
alone on an 
uninhabited 

island. Write a 
story describing 

a day in your life.

Think up an 
invention that 
would help a 

disabled person in 
honor of Thomas 
Edison’s birthday 

today.
National

Inventors’ Day
Umbrella

Day

Do you know 
the Judy Blume 
books? Do you 
know what the 

I.S.A.F. Club is in 
Fudge-a-Mania?

Judy Blume’s
Birthday

If you could 
change your 
name, which 
name would 

you choose for 
yourself?

Get a Different
Name Day

Why not show 
some love for your 

backyard birds today? 
Go to nwf.org and 

look up Nature 
Crafts for Valentines 

to make some 
heart-shaped treats.
Valentine’s DayValentine’s Day

Susan B. Anthony 
believed all people 
should have equal 
rights and that girls 
should get the same 
education as boys. 

Celebrate the birth of 
Susan B. Anthony 

today in 1820.

Get an aerobic 
workout today. 
Go out for a jog 
or if the weather 
is bad, jog on the 

spot or do jumping 
jacks for at least 

10 minutes. Presidents Day

Who is your 
favorite president? 
Find out about past 

presidents at 
whitehouse.gov/kids

The February 
flower of the 

month is a violet. 
Draw a bouquet of 
violets and give it 
to your mother or 

grandmother.

Have a 
discussion 
today in your 
classroom 
about the 
importance 
of kindness.
Random Acts of
Kindness Day

Do something 
special for your pet 

today. Clean out 
their bowls, brush 
them, wash their 

bedding or take your 
dog for a long walk.

Love Your
Pet Day

Write a letter 
to a friend or 
relative who 

lives far away.
International
Friendship

Month

Today is the birthday 
of Levi Strauss. He 
invented blue jeans. 
Survey the class to 

see how many people 
wear blue jeans. How 

many people own 
more than one pair? 
Graph your results.

Make up a
story today with 
a friend about a 

lonely polar bear.
Polar Bear Day

Invent some 
snack food today. 
Combine some of 
your favorite nuts, 
seeds and fruits to 

make it as nutritious 
as possible.

Snack Food
Month

George 
Washington was 
born on this day in 
1732. Collect all 

your quarters, sort 
them and count 

them up.

Volunteer to read to 
younger students at 
your local library.
Library Lovers’

Month

Black History
Month

Children’s Dental
Health Month

Robinson 
Crusoe Day

(Answer: I Swallowed A Fly)

Today is Quiet 
Day. Speak in a 
low voice, no 

shouting and make 
your classroom a 
quiet place today.

Being a member 
of Scouting 

builds character, 
citizenship and 
fitness. Learn 
more about 

Scouting today.

This day honors 
the invention that 
protects us from 
rain and sunlight.

This day honors 
the invention that 
protects us from 
rain and sunlight.The first Monopoly 

game was sold on 
this day in 1935. 

Gather some 
friends and play 
a game today.

Boy Scouts 
Day

?

Tick the box on each 
day when you have 

completed 20 minutes 
of reading. Children 

who develop a love of 
reading will become 
better students and 

build a better future.
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WINTER SPORTS EQUAL WINTER FUN! 
In January I started Tri-state Volleyball. Tri-state is a 
travel volleyball team for all the Bishop Heelan Catholic 
Schools in Sioux City. Players had to try out in October 
and  found out if they made it or not in November. I 
made it! Practice wasn’t going to start until January and 
our tournaments wouldn’t start until February, but I was 
still excited. We would play until April. 
Our colors are light blue, black, and white. My 
volleyball number is usually number 6 but we haven’t 
chosen our jerseys, yet.  We are going to travel to 
places like Omaha and Sioux Falls. Tri-State is a really 
good team to be on so we have to practice at the gym 
and at home. Doing exercises for our body is good, 
too. I hope you try volleyball sometime; it’s a really fun 
sport! BUMP, SET SPIKE!  (I’ll let you know how it goes 
later on!)
Caroline Moyer    Mater Dei  Grade 6

Have you ever been to a pool and wondered what 
those lines at the bottom of the pool?   Have you ever 
watched swimming on TV and wondered what the 
events were? Well, there is a whole system to it and 
you learn about it on a swim team. In practice and 
meets, IM on a program means fly, back, breast, and 
free. Those are also all the strokes. My favorite stroke 
is free style because it is the fastest. My swim coaches 
are Heather, Will, and Alex. I swim for the Siouxland 
Sharks. We swim all four seasons and swim outdoor 
and indoor depending on the season.  The best way to 
learn about a sport is to participate…or be a fan and 
watch the swim meets!
Colten Wolf      Mater Dei  Grade 6

Have you ever gone snowboarding? Snowboarding is 
very fun because if you fall it doesn’t hurt because you 
land into snow. If you don’t know how to snowboard 
you can go sledding or you can sit down on your 
snowboard…don’t let that stop you! There are so many 
places to go like Seratoma Park or other hills in and 
around Sioux City.
Snowboarding is one of those things where you can go 
to certain places with fake snow and snowboard. I like 
to go snowboarding because you get to feel the wind 
and it’s a lot fun. Snowboarding is the best when you 
go with friends.
Sledding is also fun because you can go fast or slow 
depending on the type of sled you have. When I go    
sledding I use a saucer or the circle sleds. I think the 
saucer goes faster than the other sled.  Who doesn’t 
love the speed of a racer saucer?  Sledding is fun 
going with friends because you can race. You can also 
take turns using each other’s sled. Sledding with your 
family is fun because you can laugh when someone 
falls. When you fall off on a sled it doesn’t hurt either, 
so laughing is also being a good sport!
Nathan Lawler      Mater Dei  Grade 7

Playing volleyball is fun and something everyone 
should try.  The three things that you need to know 
about volleyball moves are to bump, set, and spike. 
Those three actions are important. They are the number 
one movements you use in volleyball. I’ll share a little 
about how I learned to play.   I will try to demonstrate. 

This is how you bump. First, you put your arms together 
and bend your knees. When you are getting ready 
to bump, make sure you just move your legs and not 
your arms as much. This is how you set. You spread 
your hands apart and have your thumb touch your 
eyebrow. Then put your hands up just a little bit. The 
ball comes high and touches your fingertips. You push 
it to someone on your team or across the net to the 
other team. This is how you spike. You have to stand on 
the ten foot line. Then, what you want to do is put your 
hands up and run in a pattern, left right left or right left 
right. If you’re left handed,  put your right hand where 
you’re going to hit the ball and swing. If you’re right 
handed, put your left hand where you’re going to hit 
the ball. 
 I was in volleyball; the bumping, setting, and spiking 
were fun. It was fun to be in games, too. Also, be sure 
to go to practice because you get to be with all of your 
friends learning new things. I got to go to tournaments 
and was cheered by the crowd.  You can play sand 
volleyball in the summer…and volleyball is for both 
boys and girls! 
Isabella W.    Mater Dei            Grade 6

I am running as fast as I can and with as much 
power as I have. I throw myself into a round off- back 
-tuck, and when I feel my feet land,I know I have just 
successfully done a back tuck. I have been striving 
to do this for a year or so. I tumble at Socorra’s 
Performing Arts Studio. I have practice on Saturdays 
for an hour and in addition, I dance at the studio on 
Tuesday for three hours and on Thursday for four hours. 
In class I practice  jazz, ballet, pointe, jumps and turns 
and am on a competing company team. 
I tumble with three of my closest friends, Braedyn, 
Abby, and Isabelle. This year I have learned how to do 
my round off back tuck, ariel (no handed cart wheel) 
and am currently working on my standing back tuck. 
We have lots of fun at tumbling every week, learning 
new things, and working together to be the best!
 Makenzie Solma Mater Dei Grade 8

What’s your favorite sport? Well, mine is basketball. I 
like basketball for many reasons.  You get to run a lot, 
shoot, rebound, and much more. You go to practices 
and work on shooting and rebounding. You also work 
on ball handling skills and drills. You play games in the 
league that you are in. Heelan is in the north league. 
We play teams around Sioux City. Our record right 
now is 1-3, but we are improving. One of our losses 
was to the other Heelan team. We lost by two. I think 
you should give basketball a try as it is just plain fun!
Drew Determan  Mater Dei Grade 8

Let me tell you all about basketball. Basketball is one 
of my favorite sports. My team is going 1-2 right now, 
looking to go 2-2 against our next team we play. (1 
win-2 losses…2 wins-2 losses) This is my first year 
ever playing basketball and I already love it. It is so 
much fun, even the practices! I play power forward 
for my team.  As this season goes on I think we will 
improve each game. The last game we won 38-17 
against North Red. I encourage you to try basketball 
for at least one year. I was not looking forward at all 

SPORTS
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to playing basketball this year. But it turns out that it is 
worth it! I love the games and enjoy all the practices.  
Carter Weiland      Mater Dei  Grade 8

“Whoosh” a cold-white snowball goes flying past 
your face, you pick up a few snowballs you made 
before the fight began and start chucking them at your 
friends who try to hide behind their fort. There is an  
adrenaline rush I feel every time my neighbors and I 
have snowball fights. I love playing in the snow with 
my family and neighbors. Some very fun activities we 
love to do outside are sledding, building snow forts 
and snowmen and snowball fights. 
We also make ramps if we get enough snow to go 
sledding down. One time we made it so big and tall 
one of my neighbors, Brian, went flying off and rolling 
down the hill. We also bring snowboards out and go 
down the ramp; I’ve tried before but couldn’t even 
stand up in them. My all time favorite thing to do in the 
snow is making snowmen and dressing them up with 
scarves and hats.   Isabelle Bertram Grade 8

You’re waiting for your turn to try the next skill; you 
step up to the edge of the mat. You start running 
and get a good hurdle, next thing you know you’re 
in the air. Your feet hit the mat hard and you realize 
you just did it, you got your aerial! An aerial is a no 
handed cartwheel. That’s one of the many things I 
have learned in tumbling. Some of my friends and I 
do tumbling together and its very fun. We carpool 
to practices every Saturday and sometimes hang out 
afterwards.   
Some of my favorite skills to do are back walkovers, 

aerials, chest rolls, and handstand walks. The aerial 
and chest rolls are my newest skills this year, but my 
back walkovers and handstand walks have been 
improving. My friend Braedyn has gotten her aerial 
and her round off back tuck since joining tumbling. 
Makenzie has gotten her aerial and her round off 
back tuck. Isabelle has been working on front and 
back walkovers. These skills are all super fun and if 
you’re looking for something to do on your weekend, 
you’ll flip for tumbling.
Abby Miller  Mater Dei Grade 8                               
Have you been looking for a sport to play? Well, how 
about you try volleyball. I love volleyball because it is 
super fun and you get to play with friends.
 The rules are simple.  The first rule is that you 
CANNOT throw the ball over the net with two hands 
or at ALL!!!!!!!! Second rule is that you cannot hit the 
ball two times in a row. Third rule is that you cannot 
full-on-kick the ball, but if it bumps your leg then 
bounces up its fine. Fourth rule is that you cannot serve 
over the step line provided.
The attire that is required would be your jersey or team 
shirt, your kneepads, your volleyball shoes or athletic 
shoes of some kind, and spandex or athletic shorts of 
some kind.  Enjoy volleyball…I do!
Zoey Vondrak Mater Dei Grade 6

Do you like hockey? Because I’m going to tell you 
how good Eeli Tolvanen is at hockey. Here are some 
reasons why…
First of all, he made the World Juniors of Hockey 
this year. Many NHL stars played in this tournament 

before going pro. Tolvanen represented Team Finland, 
because he is from Finland.One of the players last 
year in the World Juniors is now in the NHL and has 
the second most goals in all of the NHL. Now that’s 
impressive! I believe Tolvanen is going to be like him. 
Tolvanen also made it to the top prospects game for 
the USHL (United States Hockey League). Only the top 
40 players in the USHL make it to the game. Those 40 
players will most likely become all-stars in the NHL.
Another reason Tolvanen is good at hockey is that out 
of all the seventeen teams in the USHL, he is one of the 
top ten point leaders in the league. Points are given 
when you get a goal or an assist. Most importantly, he 
has the most points for his own team, The Sioux City 
Musketeers. He has 16 goals and 11 assists. He has 
even missed a few games due to the World Juniors 
and still has this leading record. 
These are only some of the reasons Eli Tolvanen is 
a great hockey player, and I’m glad he’s part of the 
Sioux City Musketeers.
Chance Riley  Riverside Elementary Grade 3

In the month of February, I am involved in basketball. 
I have played on a travel basketball team. We have 
played in three tournaments so far. My dad is the 
coach. We won our first game last tournament and our 
current record is 1-7. 
Jackson Neubrand  
Akron-Westfield  Grade 4

SPORTS

How to Draw 
Troll Dolls 
and more

Kid Scoop News 
Designer, Jeff 

Schinkel, shows 
you how to draw.

Tell Us What
You Think

Do you have a free 
online game you 

like to play? Send 
your reviews and 
recommendations 
to woodword@
kidscoop.com kidscoop.com/how-to-draw/
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From the land, the orca’s black and 
white pattern may not look like good 
camouflage. But it is, and it helps 
the orca sneak up on its prey.

When an orca is swimming 
in the deep, fish swimming 
above it look down and see 
only inky darkness.

Fish swimming below an 
orca look up to the white 
of the orca’s underbody, 
which blends with the bright 
light of the sun shining down.

Killer whales are powerful predators that eat fish, seals, sharks and even other whales. However, they are not interested in 
eating people. There has been only one attack on a person in the wild. Scientists believe the whale mistook a surfer for a seal. 
Interestingly, the whale realized the mistake and spat the person out.

The scientific 
name for killer 

whales is 
Orcinus orca. 
They are often 
called orcas.

Orcas have a patch of gray 
behind the dorsal fin. This patch 
is called a saddle patch. Each 
orca has its own distinctively 
shaped saddle patch.

Orcas have 40 to 52 sharp teeth, 
each of which is about three 
inches long. As an orca gets 
older, it grows layers on 
the outside of its teeth, 
forming rings. If you 
slice an orca tooth and 
count the layers, you 
can discover the age 
of the orca.

Standards Link: Life Science: Students know that living organisms have 
distinct structures and body systems that serve specific functions in 
growth, survival and reproduction.

Draw over the 
pencil lines in 
ink. Erase the 
pencil lines. Fill in the 
black patches of the body.

Follow these easy steps to create a whale 
of a drawing!
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The male dorsal fin is upright and triangular. It can be about 
six feet high and is the tallest dorsal fin in the animal 
kingdom. The female’s is shorter and curves backward.

                                                   Look at the two pictures, 
then read how to tell the difference between a male and 
female orca. Label each one.

Standards Link: Life Science: Students know that organisms can be compared to observe 
their similarities and differences. Standards Link: Number Sense: Calculate sums and differences.

Each underwater creature is worth points. Which bubble has 
the highest score?

Whale of a Pet
Mrs. Mitchell’s Third Grade Class at Lawton-Bronson Would Love a Whale to 
Pieces!

If I had a whale for a pet, I would go to the ocean and swim with him.  His name 
would be Spot. He has a big spot on his head.  Locke H.

If I had a whale for a pet I would have a pool and live by the ocean.  Then I could 
go swimming and scuba diving with him.  I could clean him with whale soap in the 
ocean.  He also could take me on rides in the ocean. The pool would go under the 
basement, and the floor would be glass to look in at him. In my room there would 
be a hole to feed him and swim with him.  Connor C.

If I had a pet whale I would want it at my house.  Then I would go and get a water 
tank. Then I would watch it swim around. Sometimes, I would swim with it! Plus, I 
would have to give it food. But, not water because it gets water on its own.
       Kaden R.

If I had a whale for a pet I would build a deep and wide pool for the whale. I 
could name it Blue the whale. I should train it. If I get a pet whale I would train it to 
do flips and balance a ball on its tail.   Hayden Z.

Mrs. Irwin’s Future Stars from Leeds Elementary Would Love a Whale of a Pet!

My pet whale’s name would be Buddy.  We would live in a house that is an 
aquarium so the whale could survive.  I would want people to see him every day 
before they go to school.  I would also buy food and sand so the whale feels at 
home in the ocean.     Parker

If I had a pet whale that would be cool.  I would play with it in the water and swim 
with it.  I would do everything with my pet whale.  Ray

If I had a pet whale I would buy a big bathtub.  Then I would play with her and 
name her Monica.  I would teach her games and she would teach me games.
       Myesha

If I had a whale as a pet I’d swim with it and play with it.  It would splashed me 
especially when the water comes out of their water hole.  I would have more swim 
suits as I would be in the water all the time in our HUGE swimming pool.  It would 
be hours of fun.  I would learn so much from being a friend with a whale.
       Lanie

If I had a whale I would ride it at a lake which would be in my back yard.  I would 
teach it tricks and it would teach me how to swim and stay in the water.  I would let 
other people ride it, too.     Gavin

If I had a giant whale I would buy a giant tank to keep it in.  Then I would feed it 
new fish every day.  I’d sing with it….well it can’t sing but it would like my singing 
voice.  I would also swim with it every day.    Emma

Huskies are the best dogs ever because they will play in the snow with you. Sadly, 
my dog (who is not a husky) does not do that with me. I would love a husky. 
Huskies are wild and crazy when they are a puppy but they are expensive. They 
cost around $400 or $500. That is a lot of money. I like their eyes when they 
are light blue color. Their eyes are really cool. You are cool if you have a husky. 
Huskies are sometimes dangerous, but they’re worth it.  Training will be important, 
but if you spend that kind of money…then that is worth it. Get a husky today at 
your local pet store! 
Trenton Fuentes  Mater Dei  Grade 6
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This terrible troublemaker is called plaque (say 
it like plak, rhymes with tack). It is all over your 

teeth. 

Plaque is a clear, 
sticky layer of 
germs on your 
teeth.You must 
remove plaque 
every day, or 
else it will 
cause gum 
disease and 
tooth decay.

How do you
get rid of this
destroyer? By 
brushing your 
teeth, of course!
Plaque HATES 
it when you 
brush your teeth
after meals.

Use the Power Brushing Chart to power away plaque with regular brushing.
 1. Find a brushing buddy at home.
 2. Ask your buddy to color a star in the correct box each time you 
  brush your teeth. Can you earn at least two stars daily?

Hidden inside your mouth is a 
destroyer that you can’t see. 
If you don’t fight this nasty 

rascal, it will carve holes into 
your teeth—CAVITIES!

Standards Link: Health: Students understand ways in which they can maintain their own health.

Standards Link: Health: Practice good personal hygiene including care for teeth.

How many 
toothbrushes can 
you find on this 

page?
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Use the code to discover 
what plaque DOESN’T 
want you to know!

21 7 4 6 15 22 10 19

17 12 9 6 6 1 9 4 7

5 18 18 5 15 22 17 5 18 7

18 3 18 7 1 11 18 22 12

17 9 7 15 18 22 12 5 15 122

6 11 14 12 18

How many teeth will you have when you are an adult? Use the 
Secret Code to find the answer.

5 15 14 7 5 1 5 2 9

2600 Cornhusker Drive
South Sioux City, NE 68776

402-494-2692

2114 Pierce Street
Sioux City, IA 51104

712-252-3440

visit us at 
www.summitdentalhealth.net

PROUDLY  
SUPPORTING  
LITERACY IN  
SIOUXLAND AND  
NIE SIOUXLAND

“Dental Warriors”’
2114 Pierce St. Sioux City, IA 2600 Cornhusker Dr. 
South Sioux City, NE
Being a hygienist is a lot of work, we will admit it; however, there 
is nothing better than doing what you love. In this case, checking 
teeth! Recently we got to meet a very nice hygienist named Katie 
Donovan who introduced us to the world of teeth. Katie works at 
Summit Dental in Sioux City and here are a few things Katie told us.
First, we will share a little of what a hygienist does. A hygienist 
does exams where they will check your gums, look for cavities, 

take x-rays of your teeth, and look for [HPV] which stands for human papilloma virus which occurs in 
the mouth. These dental warriors do all of this work for us so we can have good dental health. This 
particular one we met was friendly.  Katie       took time out of her very busy schedule to share what her 
role is, and how dentist offices all over are actually helping us with our overall health.  We think, without 
these special people, the office just wouldn’t be the same!
Next, let’s share a little about what hygienists do and what they don’t want to see in their patients. 
One thing they LOVE to see is brave children. Katie told us that there is nothing to be scared of when 
at the dentist. Like we wrote, they are warriors trying to stop bad dental health. Habits and encourage 
everyone to be a Dental Warrior! Summit Dental is one of those places where we all are welcome and 
learning about health happens every day.
How do we keep our teeth shiny? To make sure you keep your teeth clean, you have to brush your 
teeth at least two to three times a day.  Every three to four months, you should change your toothbrush 
because they, well, become pretty yucky as Katie mentioned  When you visit the dentist and everything 
is okay, you need to schedule an appointment for six months later. The dentists and dental hygienists 
recommend this type of plan because they want to make sure you did not get cavities during those 
months.
Finally, let’s look at some fun facts we learned about the dentist office. Katie told us that some people 
are afraid of the dentist. She said it’s called anxiety or fear. To solve this problem, the dentist in the past 
might have given people laughing gas. Actually, laughing gas is nitrous oxide and it might make some 
people giggle. It helps you by calming you down and focus less on the procedure.  It isn’t used as much 
now, as the hygienist, assistants and dentists use simple things like a calming voice, music, television to 
help us out.  We’ve always enjoyed going to the dentist and by looking around, it seems as most the kids 
at Summit Dental enjoy their visits, too.  (In fact, Katie shared a special treat with us!)
 Katie shared with us what a dentists and dental hygienists have to wear. They wear smocks, gloves, 
and masks to protect themselves and their patients.  We think Katie is special, too, in that she has had a 
great deal of additional education to help her in her work.  Katie is working on her masters’ degree in 
Health Care Management after receiving an associates’ degree from the Des Moines Area Community 
College and a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology.  She really is special and she believes that making 
people aware of how your oral health impacts your overall health is very important.  It isn’t just what you 
eat…but many other factors that keep us healthy.  
We had so much fun during our visit at the dentist office.  We hope that you have fun at the dentist 
office, too. If we did not have dentist offices, most people wouldn’t have a healthy smile. That is why 
we need these dental warriors. Dentists and dental hygienists are very important! Maybe you might be 
something great when you grow up. Maybe you might be a dental hygienist, just like Katie!  We are 
thinking that Katie also made us aware about how different areas of school can help you in this field.  
So, kids out there…study hard in all of your classes because there is a big world out there and they need 
us to do the best and be the best we can be!
Jeysi Estrada and Koral Carrillo-Paniagua 
Lewis and Clark Elementary  South Sioux City  Grade 5
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Follow the maze to match each inventor with their invention.

Mae Jemison has always had big ________. Her big dreams took her 
into space! She is the first African-American female ____________ . 
In 1992, she flew aboard the space shuttle Endeavor.

Mae loved ___________ and dancing as a child. In college she 
decided to ___________ medicine. After becoming a doctor, 
she went to Africa with the Peace Corps. When she returned _____, 
she decided to follow another dream—to be an astronaut.

Replace the 
missing words.

Have you ever ridden in an elevator, worn shoes, played with a Super 
Soaker or used a microphone? Then your life has been touched by an 
African-American scientist.

This NASA engineer is 
best known for inventing the 
Super Soaker water blaster. 
The success of his invention 
has funded his own research 
and he now has more than 
100 inventions to his name. 
Use the code to discover this 

inventor’s name.

Early elevators had doors that had to be opened and closed by hand. Elevator doors that open and close automatically made riding an elevator safer.

If you love to pick up a 

microphone and sing out a 

song, you will be glad this 

scientist loved electricity and 

physics. He invented a small 

microphone. His technology 

is used in 90 percent of 

microphones today and in 

cell phones, laptops, baby 

monitors and hearing aids.

In 1914, this 

inventor created a 

“safety hood” which 

made polluted air 

safer to breath. This 

was an early version 

of the gas mask.

INVENTOR CODE

Ph
ot

o:
 n

an
om

an
65

7

Black Inventors and Science Pioneers
Touching Lives Every Day
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Tips For Writing
bethanyroberts.com/childrensbookauthors.htm
Children’s book authors and illustrators on the web. Plus lots 
of tips for writing.

Jan Brett
janbrett.com
The homepage for this wonderful author/illustrator includes 
coloring pages and lots of activities.

Eric Carle
eric-carle.com
Be sure to virtually visit the Eric Carle Museum of Picture 
Book Art at his homepage.

Corey Green
coreygreen.com/storytips.html
Character and conflict, plot and dialogue, setting and scenes, 
write and revise—follow the writing tips here to create your 
own stories.

How to Write Your Life Story
by Ralph Fletcher

This little book presents 
ways to approach the 
topic of writing an 
autobiography and it 
gives students the 
feeling that this is an 
achievable goal. It sets 
out the process by 
showing how to make 
lists of memorable 
events, pick the most 
interesting, map 
feelings and use 
personal objects to jog 
memory. The overall 
message is that by 
writing about yourself, 
you can better 
understand your life.

Happiness is a very fluffy kitten.
Syenna F.
Happiness is chillin’ in the summertime!
Hayden Z.
Happiness is having cats.
Locke H.
Happiness is kittens.
Temperance T.
Happiness is playing sports.
Jimmy G.
Happiness is waiting for a friend to 
come over.
Connor C.
Happiness is going to the movies with 
my friends and family.
Taya
Happiness is my “grandma blanket.”
Calleigh E.
Happiness is two fingers and a blanket.
Addy R.
Happiness is helping someone out.
Kaden R.

Happiness is when you get something 
right.
Payton L.
Happiness is making new friends.
Britton W.
Happiness is a nice and cozy blanket.
Cole W.
Happiness is when some of your body 
parts aren’t numb anymore.
Reed B.
Happiness is a warm blanket and a 
good book.
Aden R.
Happiness is being a straight A student.
Landon G.
Happiness is when someone is hurt and 
you help them up.
Ella K.
Happiness is a big slobbery kiss from 
your dog.
Ava B.

A Whole class read aloud assists students in learning wonderful 
discussion skills and create an experiential environment.  Mrs. Mitchell’s 
third grade students from Lawton-Bronson share a little of Charles 
Schultz’s love with their thoughts about:  Happiness is a Warm Puppy.

The Hunger Games,
This book is not lame,
Katniss and Peeta get fame.
The games are quite injurious,
The capitol was furious.
Gale and Katniss tried to vanquish their district,
But it was very conspicuous.
There was a brawl,
Katniss had to stall,
They changed the rules and Katniss had to fall.
She ran like a cheetah,
To find Peeta.
They got the poison berries,
They were very scary.
The games had to stop,
Before they ate the berries and dropped.
Katniss and Peeta were the winners,
But, the capitol was very bitter…
Luke Longval Mater Dei Grade 7     

I have a recommendation for your library bling,
And it is called The Homework Machine!
It will germinate your brain,
If not, then you will go insane!
Now you could give a boring lecture,
About all its literary texture.
But, if only it were  real,
Then my mind could mend and heal.
Your brain should be as diligent,
As a working elephant.
You’ll enjoy it oh, so much,   
Of this book, you’ll buy a bunch!
Joseph Olson    
Mater Dei Grade 6

The Middle School books are good,
You think you might and should,
Read the books if you can,
You might only need one hand.
Rafe is pretty funny,  
His sister is pretty punny.
They have fun without each other,
But they both love their mother. 
The landscapes  are foreign,
Their shirts may get torn.
Some people are casual,
The journeys can be magical.
Rafe may be lenient,
His trouble making can be inconvenient. 
Rafe can be elated,
He’s never really hated,
Rafe’s sister’s enthusiasm is weird, 
And she hopefully doesn’t have a beard. 
Kyle Martin Mater Dei

Have you ever read a book that was so catchy you couldn’t stop  reading?  Well, you might experience that if you read   If Only by Carole Geithner.  The main 
character is Corinna, a 13 year old girl who can’t get her mind off her mom, Sophie, who recently died from cancer.  Corinna  has many things she can’t stop 
questioning in her mind ,” Why my mom, did I do something wrong that made her die?  Will I forget about her, will she forget about me?”  Corinna has it hard, but 
finds a way to get through it all.  I hope you read this super good book!
Alexis Courtney  Holy Cross Grade 6

Lerner is a new girl who finds a strange worm. The worm makes things disappear when he eats the words. In this book,Lerner experiences difficulties. But, she will help 
the worm become normal so he can go back home. If you want to learn how… then I guess you will just have to read the book, The Word Eater by Mary Amato.
Alleea Frese  Holy Cross Grade 6
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DENTAL HEALTH

Dental Depot…Not Just another Train Station!
3900 Floyd Blvd Sioux City, Iowa
At Dental Depot, they believe your smile is as distinct as your personality.  The “Tooth be told….they love their patients!”  Who 
wouldn’t love visiting a place filled with warmth and activities throughout the waiting room, preparing to visit a staff where 
patients come first!  Filled with special reminders of an old train station and town, this is the place to visit.  One testament to their 
commitment to healthy teeth is the fact that Dr. Hettinger is part of the IMOM (Iowa Mission of Mercy) Health Team and Mission 
Honduras LeMars so that not only here, but in other places, dental care is made available.  While it isn’t a train ride away, 
traveling is as important as time spent here in Leeds to assure children are given quality care!
Leeds Elementary students, Emma Bayona and Skyler Geary visited the Dental Depot and met with Kristine Bearce, one of their 
many dental assistants.  Kristine is a local resident who grew up in Sioux City and graduated from East High.  She has always 
enjoyed taking photos so when she was learning about radiology at college; she decided that being a dental assistant might just 

be the right thing for her!
At Dental Depot, a dental assistant helps with cleaning the teeth, crowns, and dentures.  They will often help in the office to assist with schedules and appointments and 
will spend a little time during the day to make referrals for the dentist.  One of the most important parts of an assistant’s day is to make absolutely sure that the dental 
instruments are sterilized.  Cleanliness really is next to Godliness at the dentist office as the equipment is even sent away to be tested.
We asked Kristine what she thought children should know about dental health.  She said, “Good dental health begins with a strong brushing of your teeth.  Use a soft 
brush, followed by flossing, and rinsing.  It’s important to not use whitening toothpaste if you are younger and to avoid a fluoride paste if you are very young.”  We 
agreed with Kristine and let her know that we actually used protective enamel toothpaste, which helps to strengthen our teeth and fight cavities…, those pesky enemies of 
teeth!
During the day, Kristine will record the dentist’s diagnosis and prepare teeth for a procedure.  She may help a patient if they come in with an emergency, like a dry socket 
or help others get a patient ready for care.  Every day is a learning day for her and she appreciates the support that they receive from others.
She enjoys special occasions like the Leeds’ Parade where staff members will hand out dental kits, visit with people along the route and share in a community celebration.  
The area has a very special feel and she enjoys working with such a great staff.
She enjoys seeing children more than once and watching how they develop throughout the years.  She tries to visit with them, if they seem a little worried.  “Asking them 
questions about their lives and keeping them thinking about other things will make the exam go quickly.”  She mentioned that one day a young boy was surprised when 
they were all finished.  He couldn’t believe how easy it was.
We can imagine how much fun it is to work here, and how serious you must be to do your job well. The dentists at Dental Depot are ready to make any visit a successful 
one and they believe in treating everyone as an individual…and finding just the right plan for each one.
We told Kristine that we had a couple of favorite visits and that made her smile.  Emma loves the Tickler which is actually a machine that helps the assistant with flossing 
and is strawberry flavored.  Skyler said that her dentist has designer “flosser”..and her favorite is a zebra.  It is distracting and does the job well.
We want to thank Dental Depot and Kristine for taking the time to visit with us and share a little bit more about her job.  We had no idea that there were so many people 
who assist the dentist, so that he/she can do their work.  They are a team and it seems to us that it takes a good team to make a great dentist office.
Emma Bayona and Skyler Geary Leeds Elementary Grade 4

Choose Tap Water…For a Sparkling Smile
2017 Slogan/National Children’s Dental Health Month
February is National Children’s Dental Health Month and dental offices throughout Siouxland are ready to share their ideas about 
having healthy diets and super teeth!  This month, Kid Scoop News reporters interviewed support staff members from four different 
dental offices in our region. The feature reporters learned that for a dentist to be able to complete her/his job, special people are 
needed.  The feature reporters interviewed dental hygienists and dental assistants to find out more about career possibilities.
A dental assistant performs a variety of different jobs.  They assist with patients, office and lab duties and  they work side by side 
with the doctor.  Their jobs help the patients to be comfortable and  the dentist to know a little more about the patient’s care.
A dental hygienist preforms important dental tasks focusing on keeping the patient’s teeth and gums clean.  In addition, they clean 
teeth, check the patient for oral diseases such as gingivitis and work with preventive care.  They also are instrumental in educating 
patients about oral health.
We appreciate everything the dentists and their staffs do to help us live a healthier lifestyle.
KUDOS to these four dental staff members for taking time to be interviewed and sharing just a little bit more about their jobs.  We 
were most impressed by how much these people love their jobs and are committed to the health and well being of all of their 
patients!
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AMAZING AND ARTISTIC STUDENTS!
Welcome back to our young artists’ page.  Each month, during the school year, we highlight some of the 
region’s up and coming young visual artists.  Art teachers throughout Siouxland and beyond are invited to 
share ideas, lessons and artwork designed by students from the elementary and middle schools. 
Poppin’ Bottles n’ Brushes is a locally-owned art instruction boutique located in the Indian Hills Shopping 
Center. Along with Kid Scoop News they sponsor this special art page and through a drawing two students are chosen for a 
special gift certificate to Poppin’ Bottles n’ Brushes! The boutique offers painting classes for all ages and all skill levels

This month’s certificates go to:  
Nevaeh Trudeau from Hunt -  
Teacher: Henry Nguyen
Faith Martensen from Akron-Westfield  
Teacher: Sherry Fickbohm

Nevaeh Trudeau
Panda - Grade 4

Hunt
Faith Martensen
Owl - Grade 2
Akron Westfield

Conner M. 
2nd Grade 
Akron Westfield

Snowglobe Adjectives: Woodbury Central Third Grade  Michelle Paulsen
Annika R., Carter H., Ella O., Jackson G., Nathan B., Rachel P.

Tess F.    
1st Grade 

Akron Westfield
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BRITTON - 3RD
LAWTON-BRONSON

LOCKE - 3RD
LAWTON-BRONSON

CONNOR - 3RD
LAWTON-BRONSON

TAYA- 3RD
LAWTON-BRONSON

TEMPERANCE - 3RD
LAWTON-BRONSON

RENAE - 5TH
SACRED HEART

JO JO - 6TH
MATER DEI

LIZ - 6TH
MATER DEI

LOGAN - 6TH
MATER DEI

LILY - 7TH
MATER DEI

ABIGAIL - 7TH
MATER DEI

ALEXA - 3RD
SIBLEY-OCHEYEDAN

ANNIKA - 3RD
WOODBURY CENTRAL
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31DENTAL HEALTH
Lilly Family Dentists
2100 Indian Hills Dr.  Sioux City 
According to their website, “We’ll never 
make you feel like a number or just another 
set of teeth. “ At Lilly Family Dentists, state 
of the art technology is blended with good 
old fashioned patient care.  Even after 
joining with the Dental First Management 
Group, Lilly Family Dentists kept their own 
name and continue to be family oriented, 
keeping the patient’s needs first.  

This month, feature reporters from Kid Scoop News met with one of the Lead Dental 
Assistants Rachelle Hewitt to find out a little bit more about Lilly Family Dentists.  
She shared important information about dental health and about the special tasks 
that a dental assistant must do each day.  Rachelle worked as a dietary aide in a 
nursing home during high school and passed the CNA (Certified Nursing Assistant) 
test.  She loved working in the nursing homes, but would often develop relationships 
that didn’t last long.  She knew she wanted a job where she could see people every 
day and watch how they progressed.  When she learned about dental assisting, 
she knew that would be what she could do.
Rachelle is responsible for the management and training of the new dental 
assistants at the office.  She will assist the dentists at time, and often is involved with 
tasks such as  fillings, cleanings, placement of braces, crowns and implants.  Her 
busy days are never the same and that is what she loves.
There weren’t always team leaders at Lilly’s Family Dentists, but the doctors have 
found that the team concept is one that works really well.  There are team leaders 
for:  hygienists, the front desk, and the doctors.  This group meets regularly to 
discuss issues from each area.  Everyone has a voice in the office and that makes 
for a great place to work!
One of things they are taught early on in her office is that the patient comes first 
and the best way to understand that is to put yourself in the patient’s place.  The 
employees ask themselves what the concerns might be when visiting a dentist.  If 
a patient has had a tough experience at a dentist, they try very hard to make the 
visit one that is a good one.  They don’t want patients to worry about whether or 
not it has been a long time since they visited, the costs, or past experiences.  They 
also try very hard to make it a place where the kids want to come.  When you look 
around you see very special places and activities for kids.
Lilly Family Dentistry is very family oriented.  They teach us to regularly brush and 
floss our teeth, how to take care of braces, about nutrition and how certain foods 
affect our teeth and how to be comfortable at a dentist!  “We are here to help 
you,” Rachelle told us many times
We learned some new vocabulary words while we were there.  The x-rays are 
done to check for cavities and other dental concerns.  Peridontal measurements 
look at your gums to see if there is any bone loss or disease.  Cancer can affect 
your mouth, and the dentist even looks for that.
Rachelle loves her job.  She knows there are others who want to move ahead in 
different dental areas but, “I am very happy with my job.  I do something and learn 
something new every day.”  It almost sounds like school….and she just keeps be a 
life- long learner as our teachers might say.
They love it when kids like coming back.  They love it when they see someone who 
is smiling more and has more confidence.  Rachelle says that she takes pride in 
helping kids become the best they can be.  There are so many ways that dental 
health affects us, and good dental health is so important in our lives.
Thank you, Rachelle…and thanks to all of the dental workers out there who help 
us every day!  Watch out for Dr. Jane Lilly as she might appear in your school as 
a tube of toothpaste….along with her giant toothbrush prop…listen to the words 
of advice during February, the National Dental Health Month…remember to brush 
and floss today, and visit your dentist twice a year!
Olivia Greaves and Isabel Martinez Holy Cross   Grade 7
Brianna Martinez   Bishop Heelan High  Grade 9

Dunes Dental 4 Kids
 711 Sioux Point Rd, Dakota Dunes

As a dental assistant, Sara Pizzo faces 
many challenges on the average work 
day. Sara feels rewarded when she helps 
children have an enjoyable time during 
the necessary checkups. She was born in 
New York and lived there as a child. In 
the eighth grade, she moved to the Sioux 
City area. When she graduated high 
school, she thought that she wanted to be 

a teacher. After looking at the program listings at Western Iowa Tech Community 
College she realized she was better suited for a job in the dental industry and 
became a dental assistant.
At Dunes Dental 4 Kids, the dental assistant is someone who assists the dentist and 
handles the infection control on the tools that they use at the office. They handle the 
radiology portion of the appointment, which includes x-rays. Certain college classes 
are required to become a dental assistant. In Sara’s case, she went to a two year 
pre-dental hygiene program. The classwork was rigorous (difficult), but prepared 
her for the job.
The most important job of a dental assistant is sterilization of the tools used.   
Believe it or not, bacteria must be cleaned from the instruments immediately after 
being used. To clean materials, steam machines are used. Every week, the office 
sends in a lab sample to to be biologically monitored at the University of Iowa.  
WOW!  This is one clean place. 
Sara believes that students should keep up oral health care throughout their lives. 
She recommends brushing and flossing on a daily basis and attending checkups 
twice a year. Sara also recommends fluoride treatments to assist with the prevention 
of gum disease or cavities. 
Sara also shared that careful screening of the teeth and preventive care are what 
Dunes Dental 4 Kids is all about.  During the screening, Sara and others will take 
x-rays of your teeth, clean your teeth, go over proper cleaning lessons, and apply 
disclosing solutions that show plaque. According to Sara, “The doctor carefully 
exams your teeth for cavities and oral cancer, and also discusses treatment plans 
with the patient and parents.”  Sara will sometimes answer questions that a patient 
might have.
Our overall health is impacted by healthy eating and one of Sara’s jobs is to tell 
students that “nutrition definitely affects our teeth.” Sugar is a big culprit when 
people eat too many foods that contain extra sugar. Your body breaks everything 
down into sugar and even some of the most nutritious foods can be a culprit if you 
don’t brush your teeth.
A common misconception is that drinking milk throughout your life will build strong 
and healthy teeth, which is true, but mainly during the first two years of life.  After 
that, it’s important to remember that even milk will break down into sugar…and 
sugar creates cavities.  It’s also important to remember that moderation in eating 
any food is the key to a healthy diet.  
Educating children about oral health is very important and Sara mentioned that, 
“Our dentists go around yearly to preschools. We also have a website and 
pamphlets that help educate parents and children about dental health.”  The 
reporters remembered in their earlier school years that dentists and staff members 
would often visit school.  Those visits were important!
Sara doesn’t think there are many challenges in the office but once in a while 
children are uncomfortable with the unfamiliar office and people. Each day the staff 
wears a different bright colored scrub outfit to brighten any “fears” away.  The hot 
pink Sara was wearing during the interview put a smile on our faces and on the 
faces of the younger children sitting around us.
 It is important to encourage parents to be very positive about the appointment, 
and have them avoid saying scary words such as “shots” or “hurt.”  Sara loves her 
returning patients and looks forward to working with them every day.  As we visited 
with people around the room, we could tell that no one was worried or concerned 
about the appointments.  In fact, there were so many activities and things to do….
keeping busy was not a problem!
Natalie Bousquet and Cassie Wilkie West Middle School Grade 7
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KINDER KIDS

844 GORDON DR.
712.255.6891

LITERACY IS A GIFT  
THAT LASTS A LIFETIME.

CENTRAL 
Kitchen & Bath 

is a Proud Supporter  
of Siouxland Literacy!

Ms. Jungers’ Kinders….See the word “Kind” in their name!
If someone falls you can help them up.  Levi C.
You can help other kids.    Raul P.
You don’t push people.    Nam N.
You don’t bite and you don’t scratch. Romina S.
If they fall down you can pick them up.  Bentley T.
I will tell the teacher if people bite each other and I will help them. 
Schadae H. 

Mrs. Clancy’s New Jersey Kinders are Antarctica Bound!
Hi, our presidential discussion didn’t really work out…you know, with so many things 
to work on each week.  We have been learning all about penguins, though. We 
thought our Kinder Kid readers might be interested in some penguin facts !  Who 
doesn’t love a cute penguin!

• The emperor penguin is as tall as our teacher !
• Penguins are birds, but they can’t fly, they can swim !
• Penguins lay eggs , the mom and dad take care of the eggs and never let them 
touch the ground!
• Penguins huddle to keep warm ! Try it , it really works ! 

Ms. D’s Texas Kinders Understand Kindergarten Leaders!
Leaders are very important!
The folks we think are awesome leaders are:
The Chief of Police, George Washington, Principal Thomas, Our friend Ivan, Jordan 
DeGroote (Ms. D’s older son )

Leaders lead and they show you where to go.  They are helpful and keep us safe.  The 
chief gets the bad boys.  Jordan guides us and teaches us about football.  

George Washington is dead, but he had a dog!

Ms. D is the leader of the classroom and she loves us and she tells us about stuff.
Ivan, he is our friend and classmate.  He is always kind, always helpful, always curious, 
and just a cool guy! We think it is important to be a good leader when you can…and that 
leaders are made, not born.  You can become a good leader.
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Find pictures in the
newspaper of things you
and your child like to do

together.

With your child, look
through the newspaper to

find pictures of things
that start with the same

sound the letter D makes
in the word

drum.

Point to the number
8 in the newspaper.

Have your child say the
number and, if it’s large
enough, have your child

trace the number.

Tightly roll up one sheet
of newspaper and cover
the roll with masking

tape to make a drumstick.
Repeat with another sheet

of newspaper. Give
your child a pot, a box or

a chair and let him/her
drum away.

Newspaper
Drumstick

Things to DoWhat Sound Does
It Make?

Math PlayLetter Identification

Have your child find
an UPPERCASE letter.
Then find a lowercase

example of the same letter.
Connect the

UPPERCASE and
lowercase letters.

UPPERCASE and
Lowercase
Dot-to-Dot

On one page of the
newspaper, find the

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8. Draw a dot next to
each number. Have your
child connect the dots in
order, from 1 to 8. Color

the design.

1 – 8 Dot-to-Dot

Look through the
newspaper for pictures of
things that make sounds.
Take turns with your child
imitating the sound each

thing makes.

D is for Donald,
Who danced on his drum.

D is for Drum
d is for drum
Learning Buddies: Read the two phrases aloud. Have your
child read with you. Trace the uppercase and lowercase
letter D. Say the letter as you trace it.

Learning Buddies:
Trace and say the
number. Read the

questions. Touch and
count to find the answers.

How many words or pictures can
you find on this page that have
the sound that the letter D makes
in the word drum?

Which dog is different?

How many             ?

How many          ?

How many        ?

Draw a circle around the dog that is different.
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Page 4
Pencil Paint
YELLOW

Page 16
How many toothbrushes can you find 
on this page?
20

Page 17
More on the Way
THIRTY-TWO

Plaque Fighters
BRUSH AND
FLOSS YOUR
TEETH AFTER
EVERY MEAL
FOR A HEALTHY
SMILE

Page 7

Page 9
Puzzler
4 pennies
4 quarters
$1.04 total

Page 10

Page 12
Math Lovers’ Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Seven
3 Eight
5 Six
7 Two
10 Thirteen
12 Nine
13 Eleven
14 Ten
15 Fifteen
17 Three

Candy Confusion
Boxes A, D and F

Down
1 Sixteen
2 Seventeen
3 Eighteen
4 Twenty
6 Fourteen
8 Nineteen
9 Twelve
11 One
16 Four
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Male or female?
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35NIE SIOUXLAND
“BEST OF CLASS” TEACHER OF THE 

MONTH WINNER MRS. ENGLE

This month, Claudia Hessa from Sugar Shack Bakery and Kid Scoop News would like to congratulate 
Perry Creek fourth grade teacher Beth Engle for being selected for our February Teacher of the 
Month.  Every day teachers inspire the minds and imaginations of our young people, provide safe 
places for students to grow and play, and give them the confidence and skills for the future.  Jack 
Bousquet, a fourth grade student at Perry Creek, nominated Mrs. Engle for all the hard work and 
attention she gives to the students.  Mrs. Engle was very touched by Jack’s nomination and said that it, 
“Made my day!”

Teacher of the Month,  
Mrs. Engle, 4th Grade Teacher  
from Perry Creek.

FAREWAY IS A PROUD SUPPORTER OF LITERACY  
FOR OUR SIOUXLAND YOUTH!

4267 SERGEANT RD..
GROCERY 276-1873 • MEAT DEPT. 276-8956

SGT. BLUFF • 700 1ST ST.
GROCERY 943-9325 • MEAT DEPT. 943-9326

4016 INDIAN HILLS DR.
GROCERY 239-0528 • MEAT DEPT. 239-0529

4040 WAR EAGLE DR.
GROCERY 252-0388 • MEAT DEPT. 252-0389

The smell of delicious cookies, that feeling that makes you believe that you are 
starving; welcome to the Sugar Shack Bakery! Have you ever been to Sugar Shack?  
It is a gallery of cookies and much more, delectables that may force you to stuff 
your mouth. The business was established over fifteen years ago by owner Claudia 
Hessa; that is a long time for Sioux City to have delicious treats. 
Sugar Shack is the best place to go to. You can find or eat sweets there. My favorite 
thing to get there is a sugar cookie with frosting on it or a chocolate cupcake.  You 
ask anyone…the sugar cookies are the best!
Sugar Shack bakes cookies, cakes, cupcakes, and more! Whenever I go there, my 
feelings become luminous, because of all of the goodies. Maybe one day you could 
go there, (if you haven’t gone before) and eat, eat, eat…or imagine what it would 
be like to just take a bite of each and every one of those incredible treats!
Madilyn Cramer  Mater Dei   Grade 7

Are you looking for a good bakery? Well, how about Sugar Shack Bakery? Sugar 
Shack is my favorite bakery of all time. Its sooo good and the food is well made. 
My favorite thing to get from Sugar Shack is their sugar cookies. My mom likes their 
cake balls so that’s what I’ll probably get her for Valentine’s Day. 
Sugar Shack Bakery is located at 700 Jennings St. in Sioux City, Iowa 51105. The 
employees have so much enthusiasm and they are sooo nice. From the time that you 
walk in the door there is automatic service until you leave. Sugar Shack’s gallery 
of cakes is UNBELIEVEABLE! They have Minecraft cakes, comedy cakes, wedding 
cakes, birthday cakes, any kind of cake you can think of. I love Sugar Shack Bakery 
and you will, too!
Zoey Vondrak   Mater Dei   Grade 6

Sugar Shack Reviews

BELLA - 1ST
SPENCER

SCARLETT - 1ST
SPENCER
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Classroom Sponsors
United Bank of Iowa, Moville
Book People
Triview/Quality Telecommunications
KVLZ Custom Bailing, Climbing Hill
Akron Gold & Silver
Deck Law
Paul & Tamme Saul
Yellow Rose Catering - Moville
Gretchen Gondek
Dr. Stee Maxwell

Helen Maxwell
Dr. Earl Maxwell 
Sterk Financial - Dakota Dunes
Granny Stitches
Friendship & Service Club, Akron, IA
Judie Uhlir
El Forastero MC Inc.
Bill & Becky McKenny
Doug Harrold
Allan Wall

In Memory of Gene Windeshausen, 
Principal at Crescent Park & Bryant
In Memory of Amzia & Iva VanLaningham  
McClure Engineering
Lester A. Juon
New Horizons United Church of Christ 
Craft Auto Body 
Quality Backhoe Service 
CD Norvell PC, Tax & Accounting Services 
Cardinal Public Relations

Northwestern Mutual 
LaunchPAD Children’s Musuem
Dental 4 Kids
Papa Murphy’s (Le Mars & SSC) 
Bob Roe’s North End Zone
Fresh Start Janitorial

Partners In Education
Lilly Family Dentistry
Chesterman’s
Larry & Jeanene Book
First Premier Bank 
Missouri Valley PTO
Prince Manufacturing
Dreamworks Collison Center 
Houlihan and Associates, P.C.
Deck Law
Brian Jensen CPA
Ron Pieper Body Shop

THANKS

You!
Thank

Your Company  
Logo Here

Dental DepotThe

Dr. Richard Hettinger

Charlie’s Spirits
Irwin Painting


